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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this Phase 11SBIR research program was to complete the
final design originated during Phase I for a prototype Microwave Inverse
Cerenkov Accelerator (MICA), to fabricate the-prototype MICA, and to test its
performance as an electron accelerator. This report contains details of the
design, predictions of accelerator performance, results of cold tests on the MICA
structure, and details of the installation of MICA on the Yale Beam Physics
Laboratory 6-MeV beamline. Discussion of future work is alsa included.

MICA is a slow-wave device, where a dielectric element is inserted into a
waveguide to reduce the phase velocity of an elecbomagnetic wave to match the
velocity of the electrons undergoing acceleration. Acceleration is provided by
appropriate phasing of the RF wave with respect to the phase of a short injected
electron bunch from an RF gun, so that a continuous accelerating force is
experienced by all the particles. The acceleration mechanism is thus similar to
that in a conventional RF line= accelerator (Iinac), but with a continuous
rather than periodic loading structure in the waveguide. If necessary, a
variation in phase velocity of the RF guided wave in MICA can be provided”by a
slow taper or stepped variation in the dimensions of the dielectric loading
element, so as to preserve matching to the electron velocity. But unlike
Microwave Inverse Free Electron Laser Accelerator (MIFELA), which uses a
tapered wiggler and a guide magnetic field, MICA requires neither of these.
Hence the overall structure is much simpler (and less expensive) than either
MIFELA or a conventional RF Iinac; the orbital motion of the particles during
acceleration is neaxly one-dimensional; and there is reason to expect the
normalized transverse ernittance of a MICA beam to be lower that that of a
MIFELA beam.

MICA is the inverse of stimulated Cerenkov radiation, a mechanism for
generating coherent emission]. The name “Cerenkov” is appropriated to signify
that radiating particles move at speeds greater than light speed in the
surrounding medium. In the linearized analysis of this interaction, a self-
consistent solution for particle motions and RF field amplitudes leads to a
dispersion relation governing the spatial rate of growth or decay for allowed
electromagnetic modes in the system. Typically, three roots of the dispersion
relation exist for modes that co-propagate with the beam, one corresponding to
a growing wave and one corresponding to a dampd wave; the latter represents
stimulated absorption and thus electron acceleration. In MICA, one exploits the
latter mode, albeit into the fully nonlineax regime.



To our knowledge, there has only been one experimental approach taken
so f= to study the inverse Cerenkov acceleration mechanism, namely in a
program at Brookhaven National Laboratory using a C02 laser and an axicon to
interact with an electron beam of 40 MeV initial energy. In the Brookhaven
work, slowing of the laser beam phase velocity to below c, the velocity of light in
vacuum, is brought abuut by the introduction of hydrogen as a filling gas. In
published results, inverse Cerenkov acceleration of up to 3.7 MeV was reported,
corresponding to an acceleration gradient of 31 MeV/m. In the MICA
experiment discussed here, no fhg gas is required; thus beam scattering on
the gas atoms that would increase beam emittance is absenk IWrthermore,

~since the experiment uses an injected short bunch of -6 MeV electrons from an
RF gun driven from the 2.856 GHz XK-5 SLAC klystron that also drives the
Cerenkov accelerator section, phase synchronism behveen the wave and all the
particles can be arranged a priori. This allows nearly full trapping of the
injected eIectrons in a narrow phase window and a nearly mono-energetic
bunch at the MICA output, On the other hand, use of a dielectric lining in the
MICA waveguide can introduce problems of breakdown and/or multipactoring
that will limit the acceleration gradient one is able to achieve.

The following three sections comprise the bulk of this report. First is a
collection of reprints of published papers that contain theory and computations
that underlie the physics of ~CA, and that lead to specKc design criteria.
Second are design details for the MICA structure that has been fabricated,
including photographs of essential components of MICA and of its installation
in the Yale Beam Physics Laboratory. Third are several reprints of work
published on wake fields in dielectric-loaded waveguides and their possible use
in particle acceleration; this work was initiated during the Phase II MICA project
to address questions relating to beam stability in MICA, but has since been
expanded during a Phase I SBIR project under DoE grant D13-FG02-98ER
82631.
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THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS THAT UNDERLIE IMICADESIGN

Several publications contain details of the theory of MICA operation,
,.

including numerical computations that predict MICA performance. These
details underlie the design that was perfected and carried forward into the
fabrication of a prototype MICA structure that will be described in the next
section of this report. The publications included here are the following

“Microwave inverse Cerenkov accelerator,” by T. B. Zhang, T. C. Marshall, M. A.
.. LaPointe, J. L. Hirshfield, and Ami.ran Ron, Ph~s. Rev. E 54, pp. 1918-1929

(1996).

“A microwave inverse Cerenkov accelerator,n by T. B. Zhang and T. C.
Marshall, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 375, pp. 614-617 (1996).

‘A survey of microwave inverse FEL and inverse Cerenkov accelerators,” by T.
C. Marshall and T. B. Zhang, CP396, NeuJ Modes of Pti”cle Acceleration:
Techniques and Sburces, edited by Z. Parsa (AIP Press, New York, 1997). pp.
105-119.

‘Microwave inverse Cerenkov accelerator,” by T. B. Zhang, T. C. Marshall, M. A.
LaPointe, and J. L. Hirshfield, CP398, Advanced Accelerator Concepts, edited by
S. Chattopadhyay, J. McCullough and P. Dahl (AIP Press, New York, 1997). pp.
618-628.
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Microwave inverse Eerenkov accelerator
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3Physics Department, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520-8120
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(Received 22 March 1996)

Analysis and experimental tests have been carried out on a dialectically lined wavegttide,which appears to
be a suitable SQUCOJRfor acceleratingelectrons. From the dkpersion relation for the TMOl mode, inner and
outer ~ of a copper-dad alumina pipe ( .s= 9.40) have been determined such that the phase and group
velocities are 0.9732c and O.IO%%, respectively. Analysis and particle simulation studies for the injeetion of
6-MeV microbunchesfrom a 2.856-GHzrf gun, and subsequent acceleration by the TMol fields, predict that
an acceleration gradient of 6.3 Mv/m cart be achieved with a b-aveling-wave power of 15 MW applied to the
structure. Synchronous injection into a narrow phase window is shown to allow trapping of all injected
particles. The rf SeIds of the acceleratingstructure are shown to provide radial focusing, so that Longitudinal
and $ransverse ernittance growth during acceleration is small and that no external magnetic fields are required
for focusing. The acceleration mechanism is the inverse of that in which electrons radiate as they traverse a
waveguide at speeds exceeding the phase velocity of the microwaves (~erenkov radiation) and is thus referred
to as a microwave inverse &erenkov accelerator. For O.16-nC, 5-pseq microbunches, the normalized emittance
of the accelerated beam is predicted to be less than 5 m mm m-ad. Experiments on sample”alumina tubes have
been conducted that verify the theoretical dispersion relation for the TMol mode over a two-to-one range in
frequency. No excitation of axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric competing waveguide modes was observed.
High power tests showed that tangential electric fields at the inner surface of an uncoated sample of alumina
pipe could be sustained up to 8.4 MV/m without breakdown. These considerations suggest that a microwave.
inverse Cerenkov test accelerator cats be built to examine these predictions using an available rf power source,
a 6-MeV rf gun, and an associated beam line. [S1063-65 1X(96)07408-9]

PACS number(s): 41.60.Cr, 41 .75.Hg 29. 17.+ w

I. INTRODUCTION

The stimulated terenkov effect is a well-understood
mechanism for generating coherent radiation from art ener-
getic electron beam [1–3]. The radiating electrons move at
speed greater than-that of the velocity of light in the structure
(hence the name Cerenkov); akhough there are severaI ways
to slow light waves, as a general rule the term is used when
the slowing is caused by a dielectric element. When one does
a linearized treatment of the fields and the self-consistent
motion of the particles, a dispersion relation is obtained for
growth or decay of radiation in the system. One of the three
roots obtained corresponds to a damped wave; this we iden-
tify with the mechanism of stimulated absorption, whereby
an electron will gain energy at the expense of the rf field. In
the discussion that follows we consider the application of
stimulated absorption in the nonlinear regime of particle
trapping, which applies to an electron ~ccelerator device.
This we refer to as a microwave inverse Cerenkov accelera-
tor (MICA) [4].

Acceleration of the electron is done by appropriate phas-
ing of a 6-MeV electron bunch that is emitted from a ther-
monic cathode rf gun, so that a continuous accelerating force
is applied to ail the electrons, which move synchronously
with the slow rf wave. Variztion of ihe wave speed, if nec-
essary, can be done by using a small taper in the filling factor
of the dielectric element. Thus the device resembles a rf
Iinear accelerator but without the periodic loading structures

‘W363-651X/96i54(2)/1918 (12)/$10 .00 ~

in the waveguide. As the MICA is a smooth bore and the
motion of the particles is rather one dimensional, we expect
that the quality of the electron beam produced will be attrac-
tive. The MICA under consideration will use a SLAC (Stan-
ford Linear Accelerator) source of microwave power at
2.856 GHz, and with a bunch Iengti of only 5 psec compared
to the rf period of 350 psec, we can expect excellent &apping
and acceleration of a monoenergeti~ bunch of electrons. An-
other approach [5–8], the inverse Cerenkov accelerator ex-
periment at Bro&haven National Laboratory, uses a C02
laser and ast axicon to accelerate an electron beam at 40 MeV
energy; the light wave is slowed by introducing hydrogen
gas into the beam line. The gas contributes to some electron
scattering, and the main disadvantage of the short laser
wavelength is that electrons interact with the wave over the
fill range (2 m) of phase; that is, the bunch length is long
compared to the rf wavelength. In the MICA, the electrons
move down a 1-cm-diam hole in an alumina dielectric liner
as a filamentary beam of under 1 mm diameter. The main
limitation hereis that of the maximum axial field gradient
(120- 160 kV/cm [9]) along the dielectric surface. Shown in
Fig. 1 is a schematic layout of the MICA.

In this “pa@r we describe first the analysis of a wave in-
side a dielectric annular cylinder fitted into a cylindrical
waveguide. We find dkpersion relations [I(.)] for the axisym-
metric TM ofl-Iike mode of the system, hat is, the mode that
gives a maximum electric field ~ong the axis. This calcula-
tion provides both the slowing factor and the disrnbution of

6
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the ,MICA layout. A preaccel-
erated shoti bunch of - 6-.MeV elec~ons from a rf gun is injected
in the appropriate accelerating phase into the MICA, so that trap-
ping and further acceleration of tie entire bunch can occur. (b)
MICA accelerating section.

fields. In Sec. III we analyze the power flow and energy
attenuation of the rf field in the loaded wave-guide and find
the group velocity of the field. Based on the singIe-particle
dynamics, we then, in Sec. IV, model the acceleration and
motion of electrons in the vacuum fields of this device. We
will show that the beam off-axis effect is not important in the
MICA. We anticipate that the electron beam self-iield effect
is negligible and the normalized emittance is constant
throughout the acceleration of the bunch, and this is estab-
lished by making use of the detailed accelerator code
PARMELA in Sec. V. Knowledge of the rf breakdown limits
of the dielectric relates to the maximum acceleration gradient
of the beam, arid therefore we design and construct a cavity
resonator with an alumina liner for the breakdown limit tesb
which is described in Sec. VI. We conclude with a summa-y
in Sec. VII. The objective of this effort is to determine
whether a compact high-quality accelerator of this type is
feasible, and we find that the answer is positive.

IL DISPERSION RELATION AND FIELD DISTRIBUTION
OF TKE DJXLECTRIC-LOADED WAVEGUIDE

The MICA configuration is a circular waveguide loaded
by high-e dielectric material, with a small hole on axis for
passage of the beam as shown in Fig. 2. Before selecting this
configuration we expimredanother dielectric structure, a rect-
angular waveguide loaded by a dielectric slab or slabs. No
conventional TM or TE modes exist in the latter, but rather
longitudinal-section electric modes or longitudinal-section
magnetic modes with either zero electric or zero magnetic
field normal to the dielectric susface [1 1]. The maximum

Wavelength of TMO1 mode in waveguide
Ezt–_..- 1- 1

“ m
Ez field lines ; ! ~ Diele&ic material

Dielectric-1oaded Waveguide

FIG. 2. Longitudinal cross section of the loaded waveguide
showing the axial electric field distribution as well as electron phase
positions along the waveguide.

axial field strength occurs inside the vacuumdielectric inter-
face and so this configuration is not appropriate for electron
acceleration. However, the use of a high-s annulus inside a
circular waveguide maintained a large uniform Ez field in-
side the hole, which is ideal for an accelerator.

A. Dispersion relation and eigenmodes

The axisyrnmetric modes of this cylindrical dielectric-
loaded system are either TE or TM, and we consider the
~n-like mode of this system, i.e., the mode with finite
axial electric field on axis, no azimuthal variations, and one
radiaJ maximum for the axial electric field. Using the appro-
priate boundary conditions at the interface of two differing
media as well as at the outer metallic conducting walI, we
solve the Maxwell equations using standard procedures [10]
and arrive at a dispersion relation of the system for TM o.
eigenmodes, namely,

Z[(klia)

lo(klia)

e2k1i J1(k12a)No(kL2R) –lo(kL2R)Nl(kL2a)
=—

.s1k12 Jo(kL2a)No(k12R) –Jo(kL2R)No(k12a)’

(2.1)

where the functions of J~(x) and ?f~(x) ar-e mth-order
Bessel functions of the lirst and second kinds and l~(x) is
the modified Bessei function; a and R are radii of the central
vacuum hole and the outer waveguide wall, respectively, and

e 1 and e2 are the dielectric constants of tie inner and outer
regions. Obviously, for tie central vacuum hole s 1= 1. Note
the k~, and kL2 are the transverse wave numbers in region 1
and 2, and in Eq. (2.1), we have substituted k~i = - k: ~ for
the slow wave, so that~ . .... ...,,,.

kfi=k+, k;, (2.2)

k;2=e2k: -k;, (2.3)

7
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FIG. 3. Normalized phase velecity LJ@/Cvs nomatized outer
radius /l/AO for the TMol mode waveguide with an alumina tiner
when the radius of the vacuum hole varies. From left to right,
a/R = O (completely titled), 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 1.0 (vacuum wave-
guide). Note that for a/R = 0.3, u@~c for R~O.~5~0.

where kz is the axial wave number of the waveguide TMon
mode and k.= oJ/c is the wave number in free space for a
wave of radian frequency O. Combining Eqs. (2.2) and (~.3),
we have

k~*=(&2–Sl)k~–k~i. (2.4)

By eliminating k~2 from Eq. (2.1) using Eq. (2.4), we can
solve for the muhipie eigenvalues kIi for the loaded wave-
guide, corresponding to distinct numbers n of radial maxima
in the rf electric fields of the TM Oamodes. Accordingly. tie
normalized phase veloeity u ~ and guide waveleng~ ~g of
each mode can b-eobtained from the respective eigenvalue. It
then follows that

v@ ()
pi-1/-2

_=>= 1+- ,
c h) k;

(2,5)

where k. is the free space wavelength of the field. As an
example, Fig. 3 shows the normalized phase velocity of the
TM o, mode as a function of the ratio R/ko. For this ex-
ample, the dielectric constant C2 is takers to be 9.4 ~d the
ratio of hole radius to outer dielectric radius a/R is taken to
be O (completely filled), 0.3.0.4,0.5, and 1.0 (no dielecrnc at
ail). For the specific configuration of aJR = 0.3, one tinds
from Fig. 3 (second curve from the left) that a phase velocity
of c and below obtain when R/Ao>O. 15, from which one
finds the design values of outer waveguide radius and ho!e
radius in terms of the rf vacuum wavelength for a given
desired phase velocity.

For operation at 2.856 GHz, the frequency of the rf source
available for tie MICA, one has A.= 10.504 cm. Since the
injected 6-MeV electrons have velocities of about 0.997c,
the desired phase velocity is wry close to c. From the cuwe
in Fig. 3 with a/R= 0.30, one selects R = 1.59 cm and
a =(3.48 cm for V@/C= 1.0. The cutoff frequency _Of..the

Ml mode is 2.69 GHz, and for the TMoz mode it is 6.72
GHz. By neglecting the hole, one can estimate cutoff fre-
quencies for the TE, ~-like and TEol modes to be 1.80 and
3.76 GHL respectively. The dimensions selected for opera-
tion at 2.856 GHz thus appear to guarantee fkedom from

8.

interference by odter nearby modes, since only the
TE, ,-mode with newly orhogonal polarization is not cut off
at 2.856 GHz.

B. i-f field distributions

The electromagnetic fields that are distributed in the two
regions am joined at the interior boundary between vacuum
and the dielecrnc and satisfy conditions appropriate for a
conducting metalfic wail at the outer- boundasy:) For “the
TMo. modes, only three components exist (in cylindrical
coordinates r, 6,z), namely, E:, E,, and Be. They have the
following forms. When 0< r<a (region 1), one has

Ezl(~,~,t) =EoJo(klir)Cos( ~t-kzz), (2.6)

Erl(r,z, f)=- ‘“kli‘l*(k~lr)Sin(@t–kzZ), (2.7)

elko
B#I(r, z,t)= -ErJ —Zt(llir)sin(~t–kzz). (2.8)

kli

When a< r< R (region 2), one has

Ez2(r,z,t) =EoGo(kL2r)cos( @-kzz), “(2.9)

k,
Er2(r,z, t)= –~O~Gl(klzr)Sin(or–~Zz), (2.10)

.sZko
Bn(r,z,t)= -Eo CGi(kL2r)sin(wt -kzz), (2.11)

i,

where

Jo(klia)
(2.12)

‘i=Jo(k .a)No(k12R) -Jo(kL2R)No(klzal’1.

Go(kL2r) =g,[Jo(kLzr)No( kLzR)-Jo(kL2R)No( kL2r)],

(2.13)

Gi(ki2r) =gi[Jl(k.2r)~o( kLzR)-Jo(k~2~)~ 1(k~2r)].

(2.14)

The amplitude E. is the peak axial field strength on axis. Its
value in the absence of a beam and with negligible power
losses in the dielectric and the walls can be determined from
the total microwaze power transmitted through the wave-
guide after integrating the Poynting vector over the guide
cross section. Figure 4 is a snapshot of relative amplitudes of
the field components vs radial coordinates r/R. This is a field
profile seen by a specific electron whose relative phase with
respect to the field is very close to w and therefore it is
accelerated by the maximum axial field while suffering little
influence from the transverse field components. This result
thus establishes that is indeed possible to design a dielectri-
cally loaded waveguide where the axial electric field in the
beam hole is nearly uniform with radius, having its strongest
magnitude on axis, where the beam is to be located.

AS the acceleration of electrons proceeds, the microwave
field will gradual[y lose part of its energy to the eIectrons and

therefore Em will be a decreasing function of axial distance.
However, &e
will be much

rf energy stored ~n the accelerating structure
larger than the energy to be imparted to the
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FIG. 4. Profile of field component amplitudes vs r/R for the
ml mode with an alumna liner Q/R= 0.3. This is the field “seen”
by an electron whose relative phase to the field is close to m; the
electron experiences an intense and unifomn axial field but much
smaller transverse fields.

rnicrobunches that pass through in one fill time. As a result,
rf power depletion along the MICA will be small, and it is a
good approximation to negIect the small axial decrease of
E. along the beam path. Were the MICA to lx operated with
strong rf power depletion successive microbunches could en-
counter diminishing accelerating fields, the final energy of
late-arriving microbunches could be significantly lower than
that of early microbunches, and the overall beam energy
spread could lx substantial; this would defeat one goal of the
research, namely, low-energy spread. A rf beam chopper
would allow only one in ten (or even fewer) high-current
rnicrobunches to enter the MICA, thus ensuring negligible
energy spread due to beam loading

III. RF POWXR FLOW, ENERGY DENSITY,
&Ni ENERGY LOSS

The flow of energy in the loaded waveguide is described
by the complex Poynting vector

s=-& ~(ExH*). (3.1)

. .
Accordingly, the energy density is

w=&:(E. D*+ B. H*). (3.2)

Substituting Eqs. (2.6)–(2. 11) in (3.1) and (3.2), we can rep-
resent S and w in terms of the axial electric field in both
regions. To evaluate the total power P and the field energy
per unit length U of the waveguide, we integrate the axial
component of S and w overthecross-sectionalareas,i.e.,
P= .fS. dA and U= lwdA. The integrationrequires the use
of Green’s first identity

on the boundary surfaces of each region [12]. The first inte-
gral vanishes on the outer surface of region 2 (perfect con-
ductor condition). However, on the interface between the
two regions, care must be taken to consider

.*. 9

TABLE L Phase vebcity and group velocityof the TMol mode
in the dielectric-loaded waveguide for different E,.

9.35 0.9964 0.1076
9.40 0.9732 0.1096
9.45 0.9516 0.1115

9.50 0.9314 oi133’
9.55 0.9123 0.1150
9.60 0.8944 0.1168

aEz~ C?EZ1
~= VEZ1”nl=~,

dEZ2 dE:z
—= VEZZ. D2=–7,
dn ~

where nl and n2 are the tmit normal vectors of regions 1 and
2 on the interface, respectively. By means of the eigenrnode
equations, the second integral may be reduced to the normal-
ization integral for Ez; then we have

J [z%=a+’flwlVLE,1\2dA=2na E*l
Al

2dA ,

(3.3)

J [*%]r.a+k’2fA)\VLEz212dA = -2rra EZ2
AZ

(3.4)

Substituting Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) into our integrations, conse-
quently, we get the expressions for transmitted pwer and
energy per unit length

The last terms on the right-hand side of the above equations
indicate power flow and energy in a surface wave that can
exist only on the interface between two differing regions.
Given the level of input rf power P,@. (3.5) can be used to
determine the amplitude of the axiaI elecrnc field ED.

A comparison of the energy per unit length U with the
power flow P shows that P and U are exactly proportional to
one another. The constant of proportionrdity has the dimen-
sions of velocity (velocity of energy flow) and can be iden-
tified with the group velocity Vt = PI U. Values of IJg/c and
u@/c have been computed for the TM O1-modeMICA struc-
ture with u/R =0.30 and R/Ao= 0.15 for a variety of values
of S2 ranging from 9.35 to 9.60, representing the spread cited
for commercially produced alumina, depending upon purity.
Results are listed in Table I. It is seen that the group veloci~
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of the TM 01 mode in the loaded waveguide is much siower
than the phase velocity. Checking these results, one may find
they are very close to the relation u mug= c2/e, the result for
completely filled waveguide. The close agreement arises
since the unfilled volume only occupies about 990 of the
waveguide and the stored energy per unit length there is
calculated to be only about 3’%0of the total.

MICA operation with Ug/c Z=0.10 would be similar to that
of conventional rf linear accelerator operation, where Iow
group velocities are also employed. In the MICA case, the
bulk of the energy is stored in the high-dielectric-constant
material, while in the conventional linear accelerator the bullr
of the energy is stored in periodic structures that act similarly
to cavities. Low group velocity implies that the energy fill-
time is much longer than the microbunch transit time along
an accelerator section, so that significant energy depletion
would cause late-following bunches to experience less accel-
eration than early-leading bunches. After several fill times, a
steady state can be reached, but beam loading will reduce the
field amplitudes, bringing about less net acceleration than in
the absence of beam loading. This situation is undesirable
when the accelerator is designed for high-energy gain and
high-energy resolution. Therefore one must ensure that the
energy carried away by the beam during a sequence of mi-
crobunches (i.e., during one fill time ~= L/ug) is much less
than the stored energy. The available rf power is about 15
MW. For a group velocity ug/c=O.10 and a length L= 150
cm, the total stored rf energy UL = 0.75 J and the fill time is
50 nsec. The estimated energy gain is 10 MeV. If one is to
accelemte 109 electrons per microbunch (O.16 nC) then the
energy gain per microbunch is 1.6 mJ, much smaller than the
total stored energy. However, if one microbunch is injected
into each rf cycle (i.e., each 350 psec), the number of rni-
crobunches per fill time is 143 and the energy carried away
by the beam in one fill time would be 0.23 J, neglecting
beam loading. Since this value is not negligible compared to
the total stored energy of 0.75 J, significant beam loading
would be expected and the estimate for energy gain is too
large. This undesirable situation can be avoided in the MICA
by use of a beam chopper that will reduce the number of
rnicrobunches per fill time by ‘“afactor of 10; details of the
proposed beam chopper will be discussed elsewhere. It
should be noted that beam loading as described here is inde-
pendent of the particular accelerator structure and depends
only upon the group velocity and fill time; usually low group
velocity is chosen in linear accelerators to afford a higher
acceleration gradient for the same available rf power, as
compared with high group velocity.

Power flow considerations discussed so far have applied
to waveguides with perfectly conducting walis and ideal
lossless dielectric. The axial wave number kz above cutoff is
purely real in that situation. However, in reality, the wave-
guide walls will havefiniteconductivity and the dielecrnc
permittivity of the alumina me!liurn..,yill be complex. Both
factors contribute to Circuit dissipation, which might infiu-
ence MICA operation. The above analysis has been extended
to include both Ohinic wall lossesandComplexdielecrnc
perrninivity. We heresummarize the results of these effects.

To consider the finite conductivity wall we employ the
Poynting vector (3.1) to find (he power dissipated in Ohmic
losses per unit length of the guide, viz.,

-.. 10

where the integral is taken around the boundary of the wave-
guide, ~= (C/~) (2pcOU) ‘n is the skin depth, and o is
the electrical conductivity of the conductor. The above equa-
tion wilJ Wcw us to calculate approximately the resistive
losses for the dielectric-loaded waveguide and cavity, using
the fields we have found for the idealized problem of infinite
conductivity in Sec. II. For pure copper wails,
d= 1.22x 10-4 cm at 2.856 GHz, one finds the attenuation
along the MICA due to Ohmic wail losses to be 0.465 dB
over its 150 cm length.

Turning to the dielectric losses, we express the complex
dielectric constant as e2 = 8, - iei. According to Eq. (2.3),
we have

k2=k~o-ielk~,z (3.8)

where k~o= srk~ – k: ~ and kzo is the value of the axial wave
number for the perfect dielectric. We express the axial wave
number for the dielectric as kZ= kzr– ikZi, and from Eq.
(3.8), we solve approximately

1

()

k. 3
kZr=kZo+ ~~:ko — ,

kzo

()
kZi~~siko h .

k,.

(3.9)

(3.10)

For alumina with e,= 9.4 and (typically) ~i /s,= 9.4
X 10-5, ko=0.598 (for f = 2.856 GHz), and k. /kZo= 1, we

get kZi~ 2.64x 10-4. In the total length of the waveguide
‘z= 150 cm, the field amplitude will drop from unity to
exp( - kZiz) = 0.96 due to the dielectric losses, corresponding
to an attenuation of 0.355 dB. The total attenuation due to
dielectric and wall losses is 0.82 dB, corresponding to a
diminution in field strength along the 150-cm accelerating
section of 9.0%. The actual diminution might be expected to
exceed this wdue, since the copper skin on the alumina pipe
could have a conductivity lower than the ideal value. Fur-
thermore, poor-quality alumina, with a 10ss tangent greater
than 10-4, could also give rise to higher losses. These losses
in both the copper skin and the dielectic will reduce the
acceleration energy below that calculated for zero loss. This
phenomenon is examined further in the following section.

IV. PARTICLE MOTION AND ACCELERATION
m THE WAVEGLJIDEFIELD5

Substituting I@. (2.6)–(2. 11) in the Lorentz force equa-
tion gives the change in relativistic momentum P= m yv of
the beam particles in the MICA, namely,

dP

[1

1

z=
–e E+; vxB , (4.1)

where y is the Lorentz energy factor of a beam, electron and
m is the rest electron mass. In what foUows, the fields are not
self-consistent, in that the mutual effect of the beam particles
upon one another is neglected. However, seIf-field effects
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TABLE IL Simulation pammeters of the MICA.

Electron beam parameters
INtiaf electron energy
Maximum initial transverse velocity
Initial axird velocity (6 MeV)
Beam radius (cm)

Waveguide parameters

Waveguide radius (cm)

Radius of vacuum hole (cm)

Dielectric constant (alumina)
Waveguide length (cm)

Waveguide mode

Radio frequency wave

Field power (MW)
Maximum field strengti (MV/m)

Frequency (Gllz)
Normalized phase velocity

Free space wavelength (cm)
Waveguirfe wavelength (cm)

yo= 13
p.=2.60x 10-3

/3,= 0.9970
rb = 0.05

rb IR = 0.032

R= I.59

a =0.43

alR=O.30

&= 9.4

Z= 150

TM**

P=15
E,- = 529

fo= 2.856
Vm /c = 0.9943

k~= 10.50
kg= 10.46

have been taken into account in simulation studies using
PARMELAas described below. As will be shown, self-fields
are of minor consequence for the beam currents considered
for the MICA. The three components of the force Eq. (4. I) in
cylindrical form are

and

where P= ~ is the normalized angular velocity of elestron
and the overdot represents the time derivative of the quanti-
ties dldr, r=ct.

The numericaI simulation is based on the force Eqs.
(4.2)-(4.4) with the field components given by Eqs. (2.6)-
(2.1 1). The parameters used are listed in Table H. The input
6-MeV electrons from the rf gun are taken to be monoener-
getic but with small transverse velocities that vary randomly
from particle to particle. At the entrance of the waveguide
they are randomly” distributed inside the beam cross section
as shown in Fig. 5(al). Their dkxibution in L?x-~Yspace is
shown in Fig. 5(bl)}

The acceleration of electrons in the MICA is mainly axial
because the intense axial field E, dominates the other field
components nea the axis. In F~g.6(a) we show the result for
15-MW travekrzg wave power. The electron energy increases
ahrzost iineady as the partic!ti move down the waveguide.
An artaiytical derivation from Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4) leads to

im8m
3_-_.d :;6&~,

43 .0.2 .0.1 0.0 0.1 02 0.3

jF~8F]

0.6 4.4 .0.2 0.0 0.2 3.4 0,6 .3.0 .2:0 .i.o 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
Xt’R 1000 $x

:;L.....!..... .!.J:j ,.,. I
-0.s .0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .6.0 -;,0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4:0 6.0

m 1000 $x

FIG. 5. Beam cross section in x-y space and j3=-& space (al)
and (bl) at the entrance of waveguide, (s2) and (b2) at r-beend of
waveguide with the TMo] mode inside, and (s3) and (b3) at the end
of waveguide with no rf fields. The vacuum hole radius
alR = 0.30.

which explicitly gives an approximate energy

‘[ 1#=1+ jfi-~’,

(4.5)

expression as

(4.6)

where 70 is the initial electron energy. When y. is large
(yo=13, for example, in this case), the above equation can
be further simplified as y= yo+ elEol r/mc2. when
\Eol = 210 statvolticm (=63 kV/cm), ?= 150 cm, it gives
y=31 .5, in close agreement with dte simulation result. The
validity of @. (4.6) requires that the relative phase of the
electrons with respect to the rf field is equaJ to w; checking
the field distribution in Fig. 2, one sees that dzis corresponds ..-
to an initial distribution of particles at -tie position kg/2.
Pmicles in this ~sition wi]l expedience the maximum axial

field. as we show in Fig. 6(b). Also shown in Fig. 6 (M
dotted lines) is the result when 10$%of Pwer depletion i$
taken into accoun~ which does not drop the @cle energy
too much. Due to & small difference between the elW@on
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FIG. 6. (a) Electron energy as a function of the axial distance
and (b) the axial accelerating field seen by one particle as it moves
down the waveguide. The dotted lines are the case when a 10%
power depletion is taken into account.

velocity and the wave phase velocity, one may expect that
the electron will gradually slip from the maximum accelera-
tion position, forward or backward depending on whether the
beam is going faster or slower. III the current simulation, we
find a phase slippage of A += 24° in 1.5 m with the electrons
moving ahead of the rf field, corresponding to a slippage
interval of A ro= 23 ps. For a rf gun with a beam bunch
length of ordy A To= 5 ps, we can expect excellent trapping
and acceleration of electrons during the entire propagation
aIong the waveguide, without a taper of the dielectric ele-
men~ In our calculation, the electron energy increases to.-:.
about 16 MeV in 150 cm. If the dielecrnc surface breakdown
strength is adequate, the elecmon energy cart increase more.

When the electrons are located in a small “phase win-
dow” of acceleration, the radial component of the field E,
will prevent the electrons from spreading out even though
the particles have an initial transverse vekci~ distribution.
Shown in Figs. 5(a2) and 5(b2) are the cross sections of the
electrons in the beam at the end of the MICA in x-y and
/?x-/3Yspace separately. Electrons remain well confined in-
side the hole in the dielectric and the transverse velocity
spread shrinks. An aIgebraic analysis from Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4)
gives

(4.7)

where /?~ = J3~+ ~~. An approximate soIution of Eq. (4.7)
~an be obtained when B.- 1 and fl~~ B?, namelv.

where 40 is the initiaf phase of electrons,
Ak=kz–ko=3.5X 10-3, and when ~o=m, ~=22, we get
/3~= 1.1X 10-3, which is consistent wit!! the maximum B4
in Fig. 5(b2). This calculation shows indeed that radial mo-
tions in the MICA are sufficiently constrained by the rf fields
to maintain a small beam cross section and that particles are
confined close to the axis so long as 40-n and A@ 1. By
contrast shown in Figs. 5(a3) and 5(b3) is the beam cross
section with no rf field in waveguide: in this case the beam
cross section in ~x-~~ space does not change, whereas in
x-y space is spreads uniformly. Beam spreading becomes
serious when electrons are out of acceleration phase. For
instance, when particles are initially injected somewhere near
Z.= O,Ag or #o= 0,2 m, our simulation found that the beam
cart neither be accelerated nor focused: instead the eIectrons
wiIl spread radially and collide with the dielectric wall.

Ln order to further examine radial stability of the MICA
acceleration process, simulations for an injected off-axis
beam have been carried out. For example, when the initial
off-axis radial displacement was taken to be 0.5 mm, the
off-axis displacement at the end of the waveguide remained
at 0.5 mm and the beam cross section remains symmetrical.
This is not too surprising since, by reference to the field
distribution shown in F:g. 4, one observes that a small offset
of the beam from the axis does not change by much the fields
experienced by the beam. Furthermore, since
E,, = – Eo(kZr)sinq3 and #?el= – Eo(kor)sinq5, the radial
forces on an off-axis z-directed relativistic particle nearly
cancel when the phase velocity of wave is close to the spixd
Of light.

V. SELF-FXELD EFFECT AMl EMITTAiiCE EVOLUTION

Let us now include the self-field effect of electron cment
in beam dynamics. The space charge field of a bunch can be
approximately determined by the forrmda for the terrnin~
space charge field of a cylindrical beam [13]

where Es is the longitudinal space charge field in &fV/m,
a. is the lxam radius in cm, 1 is the bunch lengti in cm, and
q is the total charge of the bunch in nC. For a bunch of peak
current 10 A with bunch length T= 5 psec one has q= 0.05
nC, 1= 0.15 cm, and if the beam radius a.= 0.05 cm, we
have E,= 0.094 MV/m, a value that is far beIow the antici-
pated applied axial rf field of E, = 6.3 ,MV/m. Although this
suggesi-that one can neglect th~ space charge for this ievei,:.,.,..,:’.., .
of q, we wish to determine if there are more subtle changes
in the bunch quality; for this purpose we have conducted
simulations of the MICA using the PAFWELA accelerator
code [14].

P.4RMX.Ais a versatile multiparticfe electron linear accel-
erator ccxle that is widely used in accelerator community
[15]. In PmNIELA, the electron beam, represented by a col-
lection of macromrticies- mav he transformed through a ~;n

12
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TABLE III. PARMELAresults about beam emittance and energy spread at the entrance and exit of the
waveguide.

z E- 4 u& 4 u~ ~nyrm slum

(cm) (:) (MeV) (deg) (keV) (m& %d) (7Tmrnmlad) ( ndeg keV)

o 0.5 .6.o . .. . ....>.5.78 ,.68.9 3.05 2.90 .24.9

150 3.0 15.6 5.83 80.2 3.05 2.91 25.8

ear accelerator and/or transport system. The self-field effects
(both electric and magnetic) are automatically taken into ac-
count in the simulation. Since the code usually applies to a
periodic loading structure, it was necessary to modify the
code so that it has the capability of modeling traveling-wave
acceleration in the smooth-bore MICA structure, based on
the field distribution given by Eqs. (2.6)–(2. 11). In Table III
we summarize some parameters of main interest for a bunch
at the entrance (Z=0) and the exit (Z= 1.50cm) of the wave-
guide. Entrance conditions are taken from the rf gun and
beam line computation, while the output is determined by
our simulation results. The input parameters for the simula-
tion are displayed in Fig. 7. The initial parameters in our
PAIWELA simulations are the same as we used in the single-
particle dynamics run shown in Table II, except a bunch
charge of q =0.05 nC is now included.

Comparing the PAMELA output results (Fig. 8) with the
single-particle results (Fig. 5), we find that in both simulat-
ions the acceleration gradients, the final particle energy, the
beam cross section, and the particle velocity evolution are all
in excellent agreement. The 1000 particles used in PARMELA
simulation are all “good” particles, meaning that there is no
particle loss in the MICA. PAMELA shows very clearly that

L -1

-60LL__l—J
-6 -3 0 3 6

A+ (deg.)

T————l

the transverse ernittartce enXm and e.Ym are constant
throughout the acceleration, even though the longitudinal
emittance Snz= has a very slight change because of the
minute longitudinal bunching that makes the particle energy
spectrum more narrow. This PARMELAsimulation is also
compared to a test run where the net charge is set to zero: we
observe only trivial differences. This shows that the self-field
effects are not significant in any meaningful detail. However,
when the beam current is increased, the seff-field effects do
affect the ultimate beam quality. For PARMELAruns with
20-A peak micropulse current a noticeable growth in normali-
zed transverse and longitudinrd emittance is found, while for
200 A the growth is substantial These results suggest that
achievement of the goal of a normalized transverse emittance
of 5 n mm mrad for O.16-nC ( 109) particles, 5-psec bunch is
realistic.

VI. MEASUREMENT OF THE DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
LIMIT

A. Anaiysis of loaded cavity resonator

The MICA, as described thus far, is a traveling-wave ac-
celerator however, an alternative arrangement would em-

J
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FIG. 7. Initial emittance,energy spectrum, and barn cross section of the electron bunch when the space change effect is taken into
Gccount, q=0.05 nC.
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FIG. 8. Beam distribution at the exit of the lined waveguide. The transverse normalized emittance is constan~ the longitudinal emittance
has a very sIight change, the energy spread becomes narrower, and the cross section of the bunch expands as if there is no space charge
effect.

ploy a reflector at one end to allow statdng waves to build
up, so that a higher accelerating gradient could be obtained
for a given rf power. Also, in order to determine the break-
down limits at 2.856 GHz, we have designed and constructed
a cavity resonator with an alumina liner. Thus it is wortk
while to derive formulas for the resonance frequency and
quality factor Q for a TM resonator constructed with a sec-
tion of dielectric-lined waveguide with conducting plates
closing the ends. Since the exact value of the alumina dielec-
rnc constant of the sample we used was not accurately
known, we began with a low-power test of the resonant

t modes of a simple cavity incorporating an alumina annulus
with metallic surfaces, which is coupled to a signal generator
and a detector as shown in Fig. 9.

For a cylindrical cavity of axial length d, the rf fields are
a superposition of forward and backward traveling waves of

u_J @E!!!?@&u
FIG. 9. Slcetch of the test resonator fabricated from a shofi sec-

tion of alumina pipe coated on its exterior with silver paint. A low
~pewer if input was used
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the forms given by Eqs. (2.6)-(2.11). For the component
EZ, superposition of equal amplitude waves gives, in regions
1 (hoIe) and 2 (dielectric), the form

Ez, (r,z, r)= Eco20(k,ir)cos( k:pz)cos(w) (o~r~a)

(6.1)

and

EZ2(r,z, t) = ECOGO(k~zr)cos(kzpr)cos(ut) (a<r~R),
,, . ....... . (6.2)

where ECOis the amplitude of the standing wave, and to
satisfy the boundary conditions of zero tangential electric
field at the end planes, the axial wave number takes on dis-
crete values kZP= p dd, p = 0,1,2, . . . . CorrespondingIy, the
cavity resonance frequency is

(6.3)

For a given microwave frequency u (e.g., CLJ=2 mx 2.856
GHz) and -onance mode TMonr .agd ysing the eigenvalue
of the lined waveguide we solved in Sec. LI, Eq. (6.3) will
give the lor@tudinaI dimension d. Conversely, if the reso-
nance frequency is measured for resonator of given length,
@. (6.3) can be used to find the value of the dielectric per-
mittivity S2.

The unloaded quality factor Q of the cavity can be ex-
pressed as
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(6.4)

with contributions from walI losses and dielectric losses ex-
pressed as Qw= O( U$ iPW) and Qd= O( U$/pal), where us
is the time-average energy stored in the cavity, PW is the
@irnic losses on the wail, and Pd is the dielectric iosses. To
determine the Q of a cavity, we need to caicuiate the time-
average energy stored in the cavi~ and then determine the
power ioss in the waiIs and in the dielectric. The integral of
(3.6) over the cavity Iength yields the energy stored in the
cavity

(6.5)

Considering the Ohmic losses on both the sidewaii and the
two ends of the cavity, the power ioss at the walls is

(6.6)

The dielectric losses can be determined from the electrical
conductivity ad= ( ad4 m)e;, ieading to the resuit

The design parameters of an ideai cavi~ resonator, based on
the sample available, are listed in Tabie IV. The cavity op-
erates in the TM o]* mode; that is , the length of the cavity is
one guide wavelength of the TM 01 waveguide mode. The
cavity has a moderate quality factor Q =4620. The reiation
behveen the maximum axial field in the cavity and the power
coupied in is also given in Tabie IV in terms of the param-
eter l?,= /Pin, where P is the total power lost in both wails
and dielectric.

B. WasuremenS of a ioaded cavity resonator
and breakdown rtmits

Measurements were conducted with a resonator fabricated
from a short section of alumina pipe coated on its exterior
with siiver (Fig. 9). The alumina sampies, supplied by LSP
Ceramics, Inc., had imer and outer radii of 1.429 and 0.508
cm, respectively. There are some differences in dimensions
between the proposed waveguide and the test cavity (the
auter radius is 10% smaller than the required value of 1.5875
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TABLE IV. Simulation parameters of dielectric-loaded cavity
resonator.

Cavity parameters
Radius of empty hole (cm) u = 0.508
Radius of cylindrical cavity (cm) R= 1.429

3! R=0.3%
Length of cavity (cm) d=12.11
Rest part of the dielectic constant e,=9.62
Imaginary part of the dielectric constant &i/&r=9.4x 10-5

rf wave parameters
Cutoff frequency (GHz) ~C=3.118
Resonance frequency (GHz) f~=3.210
Transverse wave number in the hole (cm-1, klr=0.4281
Transverse wave number in the dielectic (cm -1, kz= 2.o2I
Wavelength in the cavity resonator (cm) Ag=12. il
Cavity mode l-1’f~,~

Quality factor of the cavity
Q for the conducting WSHS QW=7929
Q for the dielectric Qd= i 1070
Q of the cavity Q= 4620
Power loss ratio (MV/m)/(MW) ln EmU/P1n=20.32

cm, while the inner radius is 770 larger). Nevertheless, mea-
surements on the sampies available stili provide a good test
of theory. Raw data for the observed rf transmission by the
cavity is shown in Fig. IO(a), over a frequency range be-
tween 3 and 6 GHz. Figure 10(b) shows a plot of the square
of the 12 observed resonance frequencies in Fig. 10(a) versus
the square of the resonance index. From Eq.’ (6.3), one sees
that the slope of this tine should be the reciprocal of the
relative dielectric constant; for the data in Fig. iO(b), this
reciprocal slope is 9.62. This differs from 9.4, the canonical
value taken in the analysis given above, but 9.62 is weii
within the range quoted for good purity alumina. It is highly
significant that no other resonances for this structure berween
3 and 6 GHz were found that did not fit on the line shown in
Fig. 10(b), despite attempts having been made to excite non-
axisymmetric modes using a nonaxisymmetric antema. One
can conclude from this observation that potentially disruptive
nonaxisymmetric modes of the dielectric pipe were not ex-
cited. Caicuiation of the properties of non-axisymmetric
modes would be a formidable task, one that these experimen-
tal tests appear to render unnecessary.

The vertical intercept for the line in Fig. 10(b) should be
the square of the TM ~l-mode waveguide cutoff frequency,
which in this case is observed to be 3.216 GHz. For
e*= 9.62, Z?= i .429 cm, and a =0.508 cm, the calculated
value is 3. i 18 GHz, a value of 3.0570 iower than tie mea-
surement. This discrepancy is not unreasonable, considering
the added circuit reactance of the coupling antennas and the
incomplete ciosure of the end wriifs; Typical Q values for the
observed cavity resonances were in the range of 400-XXI,
much lower than the calculated unloaded value of 4620. This
is also not too surprising, considering the open ends of the
beam hole and the strong external loading that was required
to make accurate resonance measurements on all 12 modes.
However, this exercise emphasizes the need to carefully test
alumina samples prior to acceptance and prior to selection of
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FIG. 10. (a) Mode spectrum of the resonator obtained in
measurement-cavity transmission in arbitrary units and (b) square
of the mode resonance frequency versus the square of the axial
mode number Gom measurements on the resonator shown in (a).
The reciprocal of the slope of the line is 9.62, which can be inferred
to be the dielectric permittiviry ez, from Eq. (6.3).

the final parameters for the 150-cm accelerating sections. In
particular, an accurate advance measurement of dielectic
constant, phase velocity, and loss tangent must be made from
samples taken from tie alumina batch to be used for the final
accelerating sections.

Measurements using high-power microwaves applied to
the alumina samples were also carried out to determine rf
breakdown limits. Since the cavity described above has reso-
nances above 3.2 GHz. art alternative experimental arrange-
ment was devised to subject the alumina surfaces to high
tangential rf electric fields at 2.856 GHz (obtained from a
SLAC klystron). A diagram of the arrangement used is
shown in Fig. 11. A standing-wave resonance was estab-
lished in WR-284 rectangular waveguide using inductive
irises. Measurements witla the alumina sample in piace
showed this arrangement to give an effective gain of over 11
dB, as deduced from signak on the sample probe with and
without the irises. Under these conditions, the peak tangen-

Aal rf electric field at the inner alumina surface is calculated

rf sample feed
&

&l ,,

‘% ,to matched loadk ::——
::

:’
-&

99% alumina @l

‘r- ‘=:;=
as’—

A

t_ . ___: –:- - J
+s3

n
.

resonator irises

FIG. 11. Sketch of the experimental arrangement used to mea-
sure the maximum tangential rf electric field that can be sustained at
an alumina surface.

to be 33.6P ‘n V/cm, where P is the incident power in watts.
This indicates that a field of 63 kV/cm would be applied
when P = 3.52 MW. In the experiments, the rf power level
was increased over an - 12-h period to provide graduaJ rf
processing of the structure, without allowing the background
pressure to exceed 2 X 10-6 Tom. It was found that this pro-
cedure could be continued up to a power level of 6.25 MW,
without evidence of arcing at the alumina surface. This cor-
responds to a tangential field of 84 kV/cm. These observa-
tions suggest that acceleration gradients of at least 8.4 MV/m
should be achievable in the MICA, where a design with su-
perior vacuum integrity and coating of the alumina is
planned.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a microwave inverse <erenkov accelera-
tor, which has an acceleration mechanism similar to that of a
conventional rf linear accelerator. However, the accelerating
structure, which comprises a,continuous coated ceramic pipe,
should be less expensive to fabricate than that of the linear
accelerator. In the absence of any periodic Ioadlng structures
in the waveguide,- wake-field generation that cart lead to
ernittance growth and beam breakup should be minimized.
Thus MICA’s advantages of a relatively compact structure,
smooth-bore design, and no need of magnetic focusing make
it a very competitive facility as a simple, low-cost electron
accelerator.

Lnthis paper, we have srudied numerically the eigenmode,
field profile, energy flow, particle dynamics, and space
charge effects; experimentally, we measured the dielectric
breakdown limit of alumina. We find that a thick liner with a
highdielec~cconst~tisveryhelpfulnotonly to store high

rf energy but also to tykntain an intense and uniform axial
accelerating field in the central hole. The particle motion in
the waveguide is nearly one dimensional with all input par-
ticles being accelerated and no interception by the dielectric.
There is no beam breakup and the beam bunches have good
stability even if they are slightly off axis. For the beam cur-
rent under consideration, the space charge effect is not art
issue and the initial low normalized emittance, within 3 m
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mm mrad, is constant throughout the acceleration. The accel- very sensitive to the radius

1929

of the vacuum hole and tube.
eration gradient in the sim~lation is 6.3 MeVlm, in which
case the electron energy increases from 6 to 16 MeV in 150
cm. However, without exceeding the breakdown limit mea-
sured by experiment (greater than 8.4 MeV/m) and using
higher microwave power and/or a higher-Q structure, the
electron energy could increase even more, perhaps in the
range of 10– 15 MeV/m if techniques for improving the di-
electric breakdown [9] on the surface using Ti or Tiii evapo-
rated coatings can be used successfully.

We identify some chrdlenging technical issues such as the
finish machining of the waveguide and liner, since the phase

Als&, one must pay attention to the matching of the power
feeding system and the accelerator waveguide because of the
substantial difference of the wave group velmity (or impeda-
nce) in these two sections.
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Abstract
By “invetiing” the stimtsla~edCherenkov effect to stimulated Cherenkov absorption, it is possible to build an electron

acceleratordevice driven by high power microwavesthat propagate in a slow-waveTM mode (axial E-field). In this paper,
we have solved for the wave dispersion in the structure, found the field distributions, and then used the Lorentz force
equations to obtain the motion of a group of electrons distributed in radius and velocity. We find the radial forces are
focusing. Electrons in a well-defined filament (r< 0.5 mm) remain collimated and do not strike the dielectric. By using the
15 MW of rf power availabie at 2.865 GHz, we can accelerate an electron beam (-6 MeV, few ps pukes) to energy -} 6 NleV.
l%is results in, a relatively compact stsucture that has the advantage of a smooth-bore design and no need of magnetic
focusing. The (echniques for improving the dielectric breakdown the surface should permit axial fields in the range of
100-200 kV/cm.

L Introduction

The stimulated Cherenkov effect is a well-understood
nechanism for generating coherent radiation from an
nergetic electron beam [1-3]. The radiating electrons
nove at speed greater than that of dte vel&-ity of light in
he stsucture {hence the name ‘‘Cherenkov” k aithou:h
lere are several ways to slow light waves, as a general
isle the term is used when the slowing is caused by a
ielectric element. When one does a Linearized treatment of
w fields and the self-consistent motion of the particles. a
ispersion relation is obtained for growth or decay of
~diation in the system. One of the three roots obtained
orrespmis to a damped wave: this we identify with the
techartism of stimulated absorption. whereby an electron
‘ill gain energy at the expense of the rf field. In the
iscussion which follows, we consider the application of
imulated absorption in the nottlinear regime of particle
apping, which applies to an electron accelerator device.
his we refer to as a microwave inverse Cherenkov
:celerator (“MICA”).
Acceleration of the electron is done by appropriate

msing of an electron bunch which is emitted from art rf
m. so that a continuous accelerating force is applied to all
e electrons, which move synchronously with the siow rf
ave. Variation of the wave speed is possible by a small
per in the filling factor of the dielectric element. Thus the
;vice resembles an rf linac, but without the penodc

“CorresporWng aurhor. Tel. +1 2128543116. fax +1 212854
57, e-mail tcm2@columbia.edu.

loading structures in the waveguide. As the MICA is
smooth-bore and the motion of the particles is rather
one-dimensional, we expect that the emittance of the
elecuon beam produced will be attractive. The MICA
under consideration wi!l use a SLAC source of microwave
power at 2.85 GHz, ancJ with a bunch length of only 5 ps
compared with the rf period of 350 ps, we can expect
excellent trapping and acceleration of a monoenergetic
bunch of electrons. Another approach [4-7], the ICA
(Inverse Cherenkov Accelerator) experimertt at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, uses a CO, laser and an
axicon to accelerate an electron barn at 40 MeV energy;
the light wave is slowed by introducing hydrogen gas into
the beamline. The gas contributes to some electron scatter-
ing, and the main disadvantage of the short laser wave-
length is that electrons inter~ct with the wave over the full
range (2m) of phase; that is, the bunch length is long
compared with the rf wavelength. In the MICA, the
electrons move down a 1 cm diameter hole in an alumina
dielectric liner as a filamentary beam of under 1 mm
diameter. The main limitation here is that of the maximum
axial field gradient (120- 160 kV/cm [8]) along the
dielectic surface.

In this paper, we describe first the analysis of a wave
inside of a dielectric annular cylinder fitted into a cylindri-
cal waveguide. We find dispersion relations [9] for the
ax.asymmetric TMol -like mode of the system. that is, the
mmie that gives maximum electric fteld along the axis.
This calculation provides both the slowing factor and the
distribution of fields. We then model the acceleration and
motion of electrons in the vacuum fields of this device.

68-9332/%/$ 15.tX) Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier Science IN? All rights rcserwd
“0/ 0168 -9002(95)01504-3
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.~e objective of this effofl is to determine whether a
compact high quality accelerator of this”type is feasible.

2. Dispersion relation, field distribution and particle
dynamics in MICA

We take a waveguide of radius R, lined with a dielectric
sleeve. with the central vacuum hole of radius a as shown
in Fig. 1. Under the appropriate boundary conditions, we
solve the Maxwell equations by a standard procedure [9].
and arrive at ~ dispersion relation of tJse system for
eigenmode TMo.:

I,(k,,a) k,, J, (k,a)iVO(k2R) – JO(k,R)N, (k,a)

— =‘~ JO(kza)No(k,R) – JO(k2R)NO(k2a)’Io(k,,a)
(1)

where, the functions J and IVare Bessel functions and I is
the modified Bessel function; k,, = –ik,, k, and Jq are the
transverse wave numbers in the vacuum hole and the
dielectric element separately, k: = k: – k:, k:= ek~ - k:.
k, is the axial wave number of the waveguide TMw mode,
kO= dc is the wave number in free space and s is tie
dielectric constant of the material. The normalized phase
vel~ity o{ the mode can be obtained from the eigenvalues
of Eq. (1). As an example, Fig. 2 shows the normalized
phase velocity of TMO, mode as a function of the ratio
R/AO, where & the free space wavelength of field, the
dielectic constant .s = 9.4 for alumina, and the ratio of
hole radius to outer dielectric radius is a/R= 0.30. One
sees from Fig. 2 that phase velocity of c and below obtain
when R/& >0.15, which gives a relation between the
waveguide radius and the I? wavelength for a slow wave
structure.

O.ot=e==zd
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

F?ho
Fig. 2. Normalized phase velocity U*/c VS.normalized outer
radius for TMo, mm.le waveguide With alumina liner. NOW
UP,5C for RzO.15&

With the eigenvalue of the waveguide mode solved from
the dispersion relation Eq. (1), we can calculate the field
distribution in this specific MICA configuration. The
electromagnetic field distributions in the loaded waveguide
include two separate parts

When 0Sr5a, inthehoIe

E:, (r, Z,/) = EOIO(k,,ir) cos(ar - k,z),

E,, (r, Z,I) = -EO ~ I,(k,,r) sin(ox – k:z),
1,

Bel(r, Z,t) = –,50 # l,(k,,r) sin(~t – k,z).
t,

When a c r <R, in the dielectric:

E:z(r, Z,r) = EOg,[JJk,r)NO(k#)

– Jo(k,R)NO(k,r)] COS(aX– kzd.

(2a)

(2b)

(2C)

(3a)

:a:elength of TMOI mode in waveguide
Itz ~

Ez field lines ! :

R
-- L ----------------- ---- a -------------- ---------

a

Dielectric-loaded Waveguide
Fig. 1. Longio+tinal cross-section of loaded waveguidc showing axial electric field distribution as well as elecrron phase positionsalong
waveguide.
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E,2(r, z, t) = -Eog, : (J,(k*M’*(QQ)
2

- JO(k2R)N,(k2r)] sin(w( – k,z), (3b)

B,,(r, Z,{) = –&Og, + [J’,& @VO(k,R)
2

– .10(k2R)N,(k2r)J sin(~l – k:z). (3C)

The coefficient g, in Eqs. (3a)-(3c) is a constant relating
the field amplitude in the dielectic to that in the hole and
can be derived by the boundary condition. EO= EO(Z)is the
axiai fieid strength on the axis; it can be determined in
terms of the total microwavepower by integrating the
Poynting vector in the cross-sec~ion of waveguide.

Substituting Eqs. (2a)-(3c) in the Lorentz force equation
for the relativistic beam particles, we are now in a position
to study the motion of electrons in the MICA. The three
components of the force equation in cykxirical form are:

6.- l-%= - * [(l - F~)E, - f7,B,E, - @:l?o], (4a)

(4b)

fi:=— —.—
~;,y [-ME,+ (1 - PtE: - P,Be] . (4C)

where, ~ = 6 is the normalized angular velocity of
electron, and the overdot represents the time derivative of
the quantities d/dz ~ = ct.

3. Numerical results and dwussion

The MICA configuration is a circular waveguide loaded
by high .s dielectric material, but before selecting this
configuration we also explored another dielectic stmcture,
a rectangular waveguide loaded by a dielectric slab or
slabs. For the latler, the maximum axiai field strength
occurs inside the vacuum-tilelectric interface [10] and so
this configuration is not appropriate for electron accelera-
tion. However, the use of a high s annulus inside circular
waveguide maintaits a large uniform E: field inside the
hole which is of particular interest for acceleration pur-
pose.

The numerical simulation is based on the force Eqs.
(4a)-(4c) with the field components given by E+. (2a)-
(3c). The parameters used are listed in Table 1. The
electrons are taken to be moncenergetic but with smali
transverse velocities which vary randomly from particle to
particle. At the entrance of the waveguide they are
randomly distributed inside the beam cross-section as
shown in Ftg. 4a ( I). Their distribution in 19<-SYspace is
shown in Fig. 4b ( 1).

The acceleratitm of electrons in the MICA configuration
is straightforward because of the intense axial field E:. In

Table 1
Simulation parametersof MICA

Electron beam parameters
Initial electron energy 70= 13
Maximum initial

[rans\erse veiwity f?- = 0.4.670X 10-’
Imtial axial velocity j3:= 0.9970
Beam radius r, = 0.05 cm

r~JR = 0.032
Waveguidepararnetes

Waveguideradius R= 1.59 cm
Radius of vacuum hole a = 0.48 em
Dielecrncconstant(alumina) .s= 9.4
WaveguideIengrh z= 150 cm
Waveguide mode TMO,

Radiofrequencywave
Field power P=15MW
Maximum field strength E,ma,= 6.29 MV/m

Frequency ~ = 2.85 GHz
Norrnatizedphasevehcity v,, /c = 0.9943

Free space wavelength ~ = 10.52 cm
Waveguidewavelength A. = 10.46 cm

Fig. 3 we show the result for 15 .MW traveling wave
power. The electron energy increases almost linearly as the
particles move down the waveguide. An analytical deriva-
tion from Eq. (4c) gives an approximate energy expression
as

[ 1

eEOr 2
Yz=l+ iY; –1-— 3

?rrc2
(5)

where y. is the initial eIectron energy. When 70 is large
( YO= 13, for example in this case), the above equation can
be funher simplified as y = YO+ el&l~/rnc2. When /EO1=

210 (CGS), r = 150 cm, it gives y= 31.5, in close
agreement with the simulation result. The validity of Eq.
(5) requires that the relative phase of the electrons with
respect to the rf field is m; checking the field dlsrribution in
Fig. 1, one sees that this corresponds to an initial dis-
tribution of particles at the position Ag/2. Particles in this
position will experience the maximum axial field. Due to
the small difference between the electron veloeity and the
wave phase velocity, one may expect that the eketron will

35 =...,.. 1

lt)~
O 25 50 75 100 125 150

z (cm}

Fig. 3. Electronenergyas a functionof the axial distance.
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Fig. 4. Beam cross-sectionin x-y space (a) and /3z-~y space (b):
(1) at the entrance of waveguide:(2) at the end of waveguidewith
TMO,mode inside; (3) at the end of waveguide with no if field.
The vacuum hole radius a/R = 0.30.

gradually slip from the maximum acceleration position. In
the current simulation, we find a phase slippage of AI#I=
24° in one and a half meters with the electrcrns moving
ahead of the rf field, corresponding to a slippage interval of
A70==23 ps. For a rf gun with a beam bunch length of
only ATO= 5 ps, we can expect excellent trapping and
acceleration of electrons during the entire propagation
along the waveguide, without a taper of the dielectric
element. In our calculation. the electron energy increases
to about 16 MeV in 150 cm. If the dielectric sutface
strength is adequate, and with a higher Q structure, the
electron energy can increase more.

When the electrons are located in the small “phase
window” of acceleration. the radial component of rf field
E, will prevent the elecmons from spreading out even
though the particles have an initial transverse velocity

distribution. Shown in Figs. 4a (2) and 4b (2) are the CrOSS
sections of the electrons in the beam at the end of the
MICA in x-y and /3=-/?, space separately. Electrons
remain wel! con!%red inside the ho!e iri ‘dte dielectric and
the transverse velocity spread shrinks. Algebraic analysis
from ~s, (4a) and (4b) gives an approximate transverse
velocity as /31 = 0.20X 10-3 which is consistent with the
maximum /3~ in Fig. 4b (2). Shown in Figs. 4a (3) and 4b
(3) are the beam cross-section with no rf field in wave-
guide: in this case beam cross-section in #X-f?Yspace does
not change, whereas in x-y space it continues to spread.
Beam spreading can also occur when electrons are out of
acceleration phase. For instance, when particles are initial-
ly injected somewhere near Z. = O, As or +0 = O, 27r, our

simulation found the beam can neither be accelerated nor
focused: instead the electrons will spread radialIy and
collide with the dielectric wall.

In this paper we do not deal with the effects of electron
beam loading (negligible for low beam current) or space
charge. ASto the latter, our estimates show that space charge
will result in some radial expansion and bunch lengthening
for electron beam peak puke current > 10–30 A, but we
leave this matter for future calculations which will make use
of the detailed accelerator code PARWLA.
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1, Introductiott to the MICA

l’le stimulated Cerenkov effect is a well-undersmod mechanism for
generating coherent miiation from an merge6e e!ecwon &m [1-3]. The radiating
electrons move at speed greatex thn b of the velocity of light in tix stmcture
fiena N - “CemAoO; al~ough b are sevend ways to S1OWlight waves,
as a general rule the term is used when the slowing is caused by a dielecti
element. When one does a !in4zed Eeatment of the fields and the selfamsistent
motion of the particlti, a dispersion relatioo is obtained for growth or decay of
radiation in the system. one of the three roots obui.nd corresponds to a damped
wave, this we identify with & mechanism of stimulated absorption, whereby art
electron will gain energy at the expense of the rf field. In the discussion which - . .

follows, we consides the application of stimulated absorption in the nonlinw
regime of particle tripping, which applies to an electron aecelezamr deviee. This w
ttfer to U a microwave inverseCerenkov accderattx (’MICA”).

Accdetaticm of the electron is &me by appropriate phasing of an electron
bunch which is emitted from an rf gun. so that a continuous aceekxating force is .
applied to all the eleetrons, which rocrve synchronously with the slow rf wave.
Variation of the waw speed is pssibIe by a snxdl tapex in the filling f= of b
dielectric ekxnerm Thus the &vice resembles an rf hnac, but without the periodic
loading structurtx in the waveguide. k & MICA is smooth-be and the motion
of the partk!es is raher onedimensicmal. we expect that the erninanee of the
elecmn km produced will b attractk T& MICA under consideration will use
a SLAC source of microwave oower at 2.ffiHL and with a bunch length of only

CP3%.,V- M&f o/ Partick Acc~- TuAI@Ks and Scvcq &!& by Z Pam
Q1991Amu!c=a tMtiruwofPb*
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Spx compared with he rfperiod of 3S@er, we can expect excellent trapping and
accekraticm of a monoenergetic bunch of ekctmns. An@er apWh[4-7], the
ICA(lnverse Gxenkov AcIxkrat@ ex~rirnent M Brookhavcn Nationaf
Labomto~, u~a CQlaserandanaxiccm toaccekrareax tekctroobearnia
40MeV ener~, the light wave is slowed by introducing hydrogen g= into the
Wine. TIE gas contributes to some ekdmn scattering, and the main
disadvamge of the short laser wavelength is that electrons in!eracf with the wave

over the full range (2x) of phase; that is, the bunch kngth is long compred with
the rf wavelengh In the MICA, the ekct.rrms move down a lcm diame&erhok in
an a.hm.inadielectric lirwr as a filamentary ban of under 1mm diameter. W main
limitation he is that of the maximum axial fx!d gradient(12% ItdlkV/cm [8]) akx-rg
tk diekctric SUtf~.

IrI this pper, We describe fht the analysis of a wave “mide of a dwkctric
annuk cylinder fiited into a cylindrid waveguick. We fmd dispemion relations[9]
for tke uis~ Tl@l-iike mcde of the system, that is, the mode that gives
rnaxinum electric field a!ong the axis. ‘lltis cakulatico provides both the slowing
factor and !Aedistribution of fields. We tlxn model the acceleratiwi and mien of
cleztrons in the vacuum fieIds of this &vice. In this paper we shall not &al with
the effects of ckct.mn beam loading (rwgligible for low &am cument) or space
charge; the reader is referred (o a more comprehensive publication that irducks
experinwd tests[ 10] of tk breakdown fields. The objative of this effort is to
detetmine whether a compact high quality accelerator of this type is kasibk.

2. Dispersion relation and field distribution of the
dielectric-loaded waveguide

We take a waveguide of radius R, Iirwd with a diektrie sleeve. with the
central vacuum hole of radius a as shown in Figure 1. Under the appropriate
boundary conditions, we solve the Maxwell equations by a standard prcxxdure[9],
and amive at a dispersion relation of the system for eigenmcdes TM%:

/11

where, the functions J and N are Bessel functions and I is the modifd Bessel
fuxtion; kli= -ikl, kl and ka are tJK transverse wave numbers in the vacuum
hole and the dielectric element sqximtely.

(2)
k~=k&k~

(3)

kz is the axial wave number of the waveguide ~ tie, q)=+! isthew~v~

number in free space and e is the diekric constant of the ma!erial. The
normalized p~ velocity of he mode can be obtained from the eigenvalue of Eq.
(1)

ltM
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‘~c=,h’ ‘4)T——

v k(j

k m cxanple,Figure2 show thenormalkedphasevelocityof IT411

&deas a function of h mdio R/10, where M is the fke space wavelength of

f~ld, the diekctric constant c = 9.4 for ahmina and the ratio of bk radius to outer
dielectric radius is aR=O.30. One * from figure 2 that phase velocity of c and

below obtain when IU1.ON. 15, which gives a relation bween & waveguide
radius and be rf wavelength for a slow wave structure.

WM k cigenvalue of the waveguide mode solved from tbe dispersion
relation Eq.( 1), we can calculab W fwld distribution in this spezific MICA
configuration. The ekct.romgnetic f~ld disuiitions in M kaded waveguide
include two s+rae parts: one pat in the vacuum lmk and rhe odwr in h
diclectrie, connected by the boundary conditions. Forhe ~ mode,only!lme
compen(s Ez, ~ and Be exist. In cylindrical coordinate=, dxy
following form

when OSr < ~ in the hole:

Ezl(r,at) = EOIO(k1ir) CO<QX- kzz)

Er1(r,2t)= - ~ Il(k lir)sin(~ - kzz)%/,i

‘0 I ~(klir) Sb(CIX - kzz)Bgl(r,ig)= - EO—
kli

when ac r < R, in h dielectric:

Ea(r,.@ =E~i [J@2r) P&k2R)- J~k2R) wk~)] COS((iX- k@

Er*(rAf) = - ~~ ~l(k%) Wk2R) I
- /~k2R) ~(k2r) sin(ux - k#

l?~(r2J= -EM %
~i(ky) MJkzR) - J~k2R) ~I(k@] sin(~ - &)

have the

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(6. 1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

The coefficient gi in Eqs(6. 1-6.3) is a constant relating he fwld amplitude in the
dielectric to hat in the hok:

*ne
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Io(k~ja)
(7)

‘i= JO(k2a)N@2R) - J@2R) ~&2a)

M=Mdi$@f~lds~@on**: ilwbarmtitiuxmsofthe
total microwave ~wer by integmting the Poyting vector in the cro.ss-stiorI of
‘waveguide.

3. Single-Electron Motion ;nd Acceleration in the
Waveguide Fields

Substituting ~s.(5. 1-6.3) in the Lorentzfoxeequationfor the relativistic
IXarn pticks,

dP --e[E+$vx B]
T- (8)

we are now in a position to study the motion of electrons in the MICA In Eq.(8)

the symlds have their conventional mtig; P = ~, y is tie brencs factor of
be-amparticle Since the fwld is not self-consistent+ we account for single partick
effee~ ord~ bu~ for a low beam current ad intense driving field, tiis a reasonabk
approximation. T%e du-ee components of the fome equation (8) in cylindrid form
are:

(9,1)

—[(1 -#}Er-~r~ZEZ-~ZBel1+ - PP6 = - ~~~

B$ + Pl+ = - * [-o$&Er - l+$$zl
(9.2)

(9.3)

where, P = $ is the normalized angular veloeity of eleetron,and & overdot

represents the time derivative of I.bequantities #d% T = Ct .

,.

4. Numerical results and discussion

The MICA configuration is a circular waveguide loaded ~y high c dielectric
rnateriai. but Ixfwe selecting this cordlguration we also explored anotba dielectric
structure, a rectangular waveguide loaded by a d~lti slab or slabs. No
cornwnbnal TM or ‘iE mock exist in the latter, but rather ~E@@udinid-
Section Elemic mode) or ISf(Longitudinal-Section Magti mode) with eithez
z.em electric or mm magwtic f~ld normal to & dielecuic surfac~ 11]. T%e
maximum axial fwld strength occurs inside the vacuumdiekewic intedace and so
this configuration k not appropria~ for electron acceleration. Howewx, the use of

lfm
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a high e annulus inside circular waveguide nxsintahs a large uniform Ez fteld insii
the Iwk which is of pticular interes fix atxekration purpmes

The numerical iimulaticm is M on the force Eqs.(9. 1-9.3) with hi Md
compoc.ems given by Eqs.(5. f4.3). The parameters used are listed in Tabk L l’lE
ekcwons are taken to be monoenergetic but with small transverse velocities which
WY radondy from pa-tick to pat-tick. At the ent.nmx of b wavcguide they SIC
randomly distributed insi& the beam cross-section as shown in figure 4(ai). TIAi

distributicm in flx-~ space is shown in Figure 4(bl).
TIE ax.skrath of dectrons ‘in& MICA CO@U4CU is ss.m.ightfmvard

because of the intense axiai fdd Ez. In Figure 3 we show b result for lSMW
travclling wave power. The electron energy incrcaes almost linearly as the particles
move down the waveguide. An analytical derivation from E.@ 9.3) gives an
approximate energy expwssion w

(10)

[ 1

eEot 2
yz=l+~~-z

where ~ is the initial electron energy. When ~ is largc(~ 13, for exampk in this

case), the above equation can be furtk simplifii as y. yj + elE@rx2. When

lF&210(CGS) , z=150 cm it gives Y = 31.5, in close ~nt with the
simulation result. Tk validity of equation (10) requi.m tlxit the relafive phase of the

electrons with respxt to the rf field is x cheeting the field distn%ution in Figure 1,
one sees that this corresponds to an initial distribution of particles & the position

@ Pticks in this positiort will experience the maximum axial f%ld. Due [0 the
small difference between the electron vekcity and the wave @se velocity, one truy
expect that Lheekdron will gradually slip from the maximum axekratkm position.

In ti current simulation, we find a phase dippage of A+ = 2#’ in one and a half
meters with the ekctmns moving ahead of tk rf field, corresponding to a slippage

intetwalof A~ = 23ps. For a rf gun with a beam bunch length of only AW = 5 ps,
we can expest excellent trapping and axelwation of ekctnxs during the entire
propagation along the wavegui&, without a taper of the dielecuk eletxnt. h our
caIculatico, the ekctron energy inc~ to abcut 16 MeV in 1SO cm. If the
dielectric surface strength is adequate, and with a higher Q structure, the ekct.rcm
energy can increase nmre.

When the electrons am located in the small “phase window- of acceferatiom
‘momentum compaction” till retard the radial spreading out of the ekctmns evetr
though the particles have an Mid transverse vehxity distribution. Shown in
Figure 4a2,b2) are the cross sections of the electrons in the bean at the end of the

MICA in x-y and ~x-~y space separately. Eketrons remain @cIlconfined inside the
hole in the diekcti and the transvc= velocity spread shrinks. An algebmic .
analysis from Equation( 9.1,9.2 ) gives an approximate tm-werse velccity as
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I

(12)

where 7 is the relativistic factor of electron, as=eAs~2 is k nomdizd Vec;a

gxxentialof the radiation fold, ~ is the radiaticm frequency, a~ involves W ‘
rmnnalized vestor ~ential of the undulator fw!d and amounts to the ratio of
electron velccity perp.mdieular to k axis to the vcloeity @iel !0 the axis of&

&vice, and is caused by the undulatoc interaction with the electrons. v is th
relative phase of the ekclroa with respect to [J’Krf driving fwld.
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where @ is the initiai #&e of ehtrohs, Ak = kz-ko= 3.5xltY 3 ~ when ~ =

inwavegui&: in this CaSC tWiKtlCITSS-S@-kIQ~ ~X-By~ * ~ Cbge,
wkreas in x-y spa it contin~ to spread. Beam spreading cart Sk occurwhen
eledws m eut of accek”=th phase. For i~ wbea pmicks are initially
injected somewhere neax ~ =0. ~ Or $0 ;OZ% our simulation found the beam
ean neither be acderated nor confhxl; instiad the ckurms will spread radially and
collide with the diekxm-icwall.

In reference 10 is ckscni a more detailed study of the M.iCA. We have
found tit the rf breakdown of the ahmina is in excess of 8.4MV/a and
simulations with the PARMEL.A code fmd that spax charge effects do not
appreciably modify the conehrsions we reachd with regard to Figure 4.

5. Introduction to the MIFELA

Rx free-elect.mn-l~r ha p3Yed tobeaveryefficieuttunableradibrrsource.If
weregardtheFELM ane- “decelerated where the energy of ekctrom is
transfemed in the undulator to arnplifi ekUomgx& Miation, then it is vety
natwal to take advantage of tbe anabgy between FEL devices and radio frequency
accelerators in which a high power ekctromagnetic f~ld is used to aederate an
electroo bwn from Iow energy to high energy. T%eFEL operated in this process is
ea.lted the inverse free-eleaoo-laser accelerat@FELA). The ptipk of the
IF’ELA was described many years ago[12], and has been re+xa.mined in more
detail bxh theoreticalIy[ 13,14] and experimentaitfl15] in the last a few years. It
would generate a spir-dling &.arn of electrons at ew - 15hfeV.

The pfineiple of aeleratim is as follows. In the rut frame of the ekcfron
beam, the magnetostxie @odic field of the undulamr (or wiggkr) is transformed
inlo an ekcuomagnetic wave that bears with the microwave source; acceleration
occurs by trapping a bunch ofelecuons into the resulting pcmderorrwtivewave, and
then increasing tbe velmity of this wave by tapering tke unclu!atw field and Ax
amplitude, We can identify some tk problems facing b IFELA by eortsidering
h acceleration mechanism:



I{canbe wenfrorn (12) thal therelatkphiue Vplafian imprlantptin

the HA. When v >0, d#dz <0 and this case represmt.s stimulated em”kon. as

inthe FELWhea V<O, then d)4dzSlandthiscxse Rpl?XntSStiMllkW!d
abso@on which is called the inverse FEL process. We can inject the ekctrons into
asxnall ”phasewindow” sothat all the eledxons am bttedintheacdeming
buckets. ~ can be done in OUI -@e be-use he ra.deration POWCSis
ohined from a rnicrowan source that has a ‘big wavelength” (unlike some
IFELA’s that use a laser source of powet). In our simulation tbe smal ‘phase
window” of phase angles is between -x/8 and -3W8. ~S can be done in practke
by gating the injected electron beam emerging from a cfgun and buncher cavity as A

enters the EL& k Ir/4 spread cormponds to I pulse length of -@sec. In
further consideration of(12) , we fii tit a strong rf ekctrie f~ld (-O.SMV/crn-
below the vacuum breakdown Wnit) is required, as well as a strong tm.nsverse
undulator magrwtic f~ld (-O.611 in order to achieve asiabk accelerating #ad”H;

The MIFELA is now un&r comXmct.ion at Yak University. Before
construction, numerieai results were obtakd from a nonlinear 3D FEL code
“AILKH.?NE”{16,17]; h recent reds. “calibrate” reamably well against the
rt?sdts Ofthe lD tiySiS p~nted km.

6. Theoretical Model of MIFELA

Represent inthissectio nthebasictheombl model usedto describe the
acderation process in an IFELA. The system uwx a helical undulator and
circularly @wized driving f~ld that propagates in a cyhdrical waveguide. Tlw
fundamental equations used herein to desxibe r& IFELA in@actioLl are the well-
lmown FEL equations[ 18,19] that define the energy and relative phase of a
monant electron in terms of the undulamr magnetic field, the undu!amr period,
and the driving field.

Here p2 = l+ap+as2, zistheaxial distamxakmg thesystemand is the -

independent variable. ~ is the relativistic factor of the jth ekxtron, ~J is the phase

of the jth ekxtron with mpect to the driving field, + is & phase shift of the
driving radiation field,

lle driving fteld equation is a solution of the Maxwell’s equations. h has &
following form
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(16)

The angular brackets in the right-hand sib Of ~WtiOa (15) indkxes an ensernbk
average over all electrons. Equation (15) can & solved with the cyhndrkal wave-
guide boundaty ccmditions.

Equations (13)-(15) comprise a eompkte set of nonbear eoupkd equatiom.
The motion equations (13) and (14) are valid for evuy ekcq and given the

initial conditions v(O) and ~0) for every eketron along with the prameters of the

undufalor, * equatiofi can be integmed numerically to *IcI the value of V and

y as a function of the longitudinal pcxsitionz. ‘h motion of he ekctxon in the
undulator and a guiding magnetic f~ld (wed for beam transport) is represented by

the term aw~, and is obtained by separak solution of the orbit equation {2031].

+ Bd&/)BJ.md fJ//am thetransverseand aid vdocities ofwhere A=-

electrom respectively; (2-L and f20 are the gyrofqxtncies of electrons in the

undulator and guiding fiel~, Ii(~) is the frost-order Be@ function of imaginary
argurnen~

lle driving fietd, which is coupled with he equations of motion through

u(r,z) = a$ei$intherighl-handof (13)and(14),is ak a self-ccmistent solution
to this set of txpations. Tle procedure we wd here is to solve the equations {13)
to (15) for a large nuder of particks and obtain the tinal coordinates in phase
spare for every particle. lle code we use is based on the equatioos above with a
one-dimensional description for the motion of ekctrow but it is tw~dimemionad
for k driving fidd dynamics. This is a single-pass code corresponding to the
Compton regime, for which the spare charge effeet is not eonsi&red this
approximation is satisfactory if the electron beam current is not highs than 100A.

7. Simulation Results and Discussion of MIFELA

Figure 5a shows the schematk of the accelerator and how the eleetrons ate
injexed from an rf gun. The rf for the cavity .mjector is obtined from a 2.85 GHZ
high power klystron; this power will be converted [22] to ti fourth harrnonie as
11.4 GHZ so as to drive the EEL 4. We imagine that the wavegukk will fill with
microwa~ for several nsec, inrrwing with a reikamx in the waveguide so as to

1
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build up a high intensity field for ckctrcm amekra{ioa. l%ert the subharmonk cavity
wiiI in~t a shofi puke of ekch-ons into * IFi&4, which will absorb k rf :
energy. The TE i i n-de was chosen since it b-s a lowest cutdf frequency. In the
numerical study, we inc- the undulatcr pied and the axial guiding field
lirwrly in the accelerating section. 37X gradknt of the ti f~ld is determined so
that k acceleratti works with k stabk Gnxp 1 electron orbits (however, b
original stability cmdition applies for ~t energy, undu!ahx Pried and
undu!atw field, which is not the case-here).

To get the optimum accelerating gradien4 he vary the undulator period l~z)
and the uncidator parameter aw(z), so as to gradually increase the resonant energy
of the trapped electrons and put most of k km elearons into an accelerating
bucket. Figure 6 shows the electron energy as a function of axial distance along

the ,MIFELA.l%e ekctrons are injected momxnergetically from the gun at Y= 13
in a small initial “phase window” tetween -KA and -3x/8. The resorsant e-
of the design structure is shown as a dotted line . h can be seeo from Fig.6 ht
the beam eoergy and the resonant erter~ rmtch well along the acdefasion
section. The idea of small initial ‘phase window” is significant in this
application since once injected, all the ekctrons are lcxxMd in tk acderating
buckets. lix~rirnentally, this can be done by gating the injected electron beam
emerging from a rfgun and buncher cavity as it enters the MRJ._A (Rgure 5b}

the Id4 spread con-esponds to a puke kngth of -6 psw. figure 7 shows the
phax plot and W energy spxtium of the axelerated electrons at the end of h ‘
accelerating seztion. Because of this small “P&se w“@w”, all the electrons we
simulated are trap~d in h acceiemting buclce~ In the phase p~ there is no
spread of the particles, and the ekctrcm crxrgy distribution in this case is also

narrow ( A~7 - 1/2 %).
At the end of the MIFELA, we can allow tbe guide and undulator fields to

decrease gradually. With a sufficiently geode gradierr~ one w show that the
defocusing effect of the dccreashtg guide fwld can be ovems-nc by the natural
focusing of the helical undulator. If the rf f~ld cominues on in this end -f-ion of
tk ?41FELA, we find there is still a small “mruse of ekctron energy since the
elecuons remain in the accelemting buckers. After that, with the decrease of gui&

field, awkf drops, and the ekctrors fall out of resonance. Since the ekctrons
have random phase with respxt to the driving field, no net energy increasecccurs
in the end seciion. h-rthis way, the ou!pt Mm of the MIFELA can & extracted
!Ozero guide field. Tk accelerating gradient we have obtained in this example is
-7hleVfm

We have also designed an “entry” section of xliabak undulamr field increase
for the MlFELA. A linear or sine-squd variation of the undula[or f~ld over
about five periods will allow the elatforr km to spiral up te a radius -8rnm
which remains approximately the same thereaftw, by careful design, the ekcwons
will enter t~ accelerator at the correct phase to undergo acceleration.

The device will use the power at the fourth kwnonic of a 24MW, 2.856GHz
XK-5 SLAC klystron as the rf pump. Cakulations[22] indicate that a convessioo
efficiency of- 70% is to be expected for a cofd beam, and >N% efficiexy for a
beam with velcxity spread of 1%. We envision the use of a TEl lm cavity tO
increase the rf pump parameter in the .MIFEIA by approximately a factor of five
compared with the value for a free Wwelling wave. The loaded Q would then be

L
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>SCK)Owith an iris couple~ lmwever the rd power flow tothebeamis limitedto
theatilabk 12MW. This will determine the amount of charge tit can be
acukrated u weil as the pulse repetiticmrate. A recent numezkal study also
suppass a KIFEIA which us pwer direcsly obtained from the 2.85GHz
klystron; tis requires a larger drift tub (R = 3.lctn) and undulamr period -
12cm mgetber with a larger undulamr winding radius, but otbemise its
performance is quite s-ti to the higher fquency devia we have just
&scribed. . *

id - This work is supported by the Depamnent of Energy.
l%e au~ dcnow~ge their collaboratbn with J. L. Hirshfkld, Rodney
Yoder, ad Michael LaPoin[e of Omega-P, Inc., and Yale University.
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A MicrowaveInverse CerenkoV A-kmtm @llCA) is currentfyunclesconslncrim
a! the Yak Bean-tPhysics Laboratory. ‘l%eaccelerating SOUCWRitsMICAco~ists of an
axisymsnetricdielecm”dty lined WSwgtMe. Rx & injection of 6 MeV rnicrobudea
from a 2.8S6 GI+z RF gun. and su%~t $ccckmtkM by be ~1 fields,pastick
simulationstudiesprdict tha~an acceksation gmdknt of 6.3 MVlrn-be achievedwith
a rraveling-waw pow= of i 5 M’Wa#fied m b s~~uTe. SynchfOnouainjection into a
narrowphase window is shown to ~ow trapPios of af! &cI~ @ckS. ~ ~ fiifds
of h acceh-sting structure are shown m P* dM focusing, so that longitudinaland
transverseemittance growls during aackdcm k small, and ti no external magnetic
fields arc required for focusing. l% 0.16 I& 5 pscc microbuncbes, * norrnabd
emillarm of the accelcmted beam is prcdicfed tObe less tbn 5%mrn-mrad.Experiments
on sample alumina tubes have bees conducted fhat verifi tbe theoretical dispersion
relation for tbe TX& mode over a two-to-one range isI fsqucocy. No excitationof
axisymmeoic or non-axisymmetric mrspting w$quide modes w= observed. H@
power tests showed that Sangcntisdckctrie fkfds at k innw surface of an unmated
sample of alumina pip cou!d be sustahcd Up to at lext 8.4 MVksswit-boutbrcakdow.
‘tlcse considerations suggest UIat a MICA w accelerates ~ be built to examine these
predictions using an available RF PW~ scuree. 6 MeV RF gun and associatedbeam line.

L INTROIXKTION

The stimulatd Cerenkov effect is a well -underskmd mechanism for
generating coherent radiation from an energetic electron beam [1-3]. ‘f%e
radiating elwtrons move at speeds greaterthanthat of the ~elocity of light in the
stnrcture (lence the name “CerenkoV’). Ahbough there are several ways to slow
light waves, as a general tule the term is used when the slowing is caused by a
dielectric element. When one does a linearized treatrmnt of the fields and the
sdf<onsistent motion of the particles, a dispersion relation is obtained for growth
or decay of radiation in the system. One of the three roQts obtained corresponds
to a damped wave; this we identify with the smxhanism of stimulated absorption,
whereby an electron wilI gain energy at the expense of the RF field. Lrt the
discussion which follows, we consider the application of stimulated absorption in
the nonlinear regime of particle trapping, which applies [o an electron accelerator.
This we refer to as a Microwave Inverse Cerertkov Acderator (“MICA”) [4,51.

.
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Acceleration of the electrons is achieved by appropriate phasing of a 6
MeV elec~on bunch which is emi~~ from a thermonic eathcde RF gun, so that a
continuous xcelerating fo~ is applied to all the electrons which move
synchronously with tks!ow RF wave. Variatioq of tile wave speed, if nezessary, -
can be done by using a small taper in the filling factor of the dielectric elemen~
‘RNJS the device resembles an RF Iinac, but without the periodic loading structures
in the Waveguide. AS tie MICA k smooth-tweandthemotionof theparticlesis
essentiallyone-dirnensionaf,thequalityof theekc!ronbeamproducedcanbe
expectedtobegood.TheMICA under considerationwill use a SLAC klystron
souhx of microwave power at 2.856 GHz. With a bunch length of only 5 psec
compared with the RF period of 350 psw, we can expezt excellem trapping and
acceleration of a monoenergetic bunch of electrons. Another approach [6-7], the
lCA(kVerw Cerenkov Accelerator) experiment at Brookhaven National
Labomtory, uses a C@ laser and an axicon to rvxderate a 40 MeV . electron
beam, and the light wave is slowed by introducing hydrogen gas into the beam
line. The gas contributes to some electron scattering, and the main disadvantage

FWJ

(a)

[ I

101
.>

069
0

FIGURE1. (a) Schematic diagram of MICAlayout.A pr+accelerated
short brmch of -6 MeV electrons from an RF gun is inj@?d m tha
appropriate accelerating phase into MICA, so that tra~ng and further
accelerationof the entire bunch can Occur.@)MICAacceleratingsact”m
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of the shofi laser wavelengfi is that electrons interact with the wave over the full
range (k) of phase; thaf is, tie hxh Ien@ is long compared witi the W
wavelength. In MK%, the electrons move down a 1 cm diameter hole in an
alumina dielectric liner as a fi?amxn’hry barn of under 1 mm diameter. The main

‘“~ktation here is that of the maximum axial field gradient (120-160kV/cm [8])
along the dielectric surf=. Show in Fig. 1 is a Khematic layout of the MICA

XL EIGENMODES OF THE DIELECTRIC-LOADED
WAVEGUIDE

The MICA configmtion is a cimulti wavevide ~oaded by high E

dielectric material, with a small hole on -is for passage of the bem * shown in
Fig. 1(b). The axisymmernc mod= of this cylindrical diehxtic-loadd system are
either 1’13or TM. and we consider the T’Mm-like mode of this system, i.e. he
mode with finite Ad cl=tic field on axis, no =imuthal variations and one radial
maximum for the axial ekctic field. ‘flte use of a high t anrttdus inside a circular
waveguide maintains a large unifocrrt ~ field inside the hole which is ideal for an
acderator. Using the appropriate bun@ conditions at the interface of two
differing mdla as well as at the outer metallic conducting wall, we solve
Maxwell’s equations using standard procedures [9], and arrive at a dispemion
relation of the system for T?& eigenmodes. Accordingly, the normalized phase
vebcity v~c can & obw”ned from the respective eigenvalue [5]. As an example,

S.O

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.OOO 0, ~z 03 ~, ~~

R/k
o

FIGURE2. Normalizedphase vew v~c vs. normalizedouter radius
~ for Th& mode Waveguide *h an a!um”na linerMen the radius of
the vacuum hole dR = 0.3. Note:V*s c when R 20.1s b

Fig. 2 shows the normalized phase velocity of the TN& mode as a function of the
ratio FVb the dielectric cons~nt e is @kento b 9.4, and the ratio of hole radius
to outer dielwtric radius WR is taken to be 0.3. One finds from Fig. 2 that a phase
velocity of c and below obtains when ~ > 0.15, from which one finds the

.
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TABLE1. Sirnufationpxameters of MICA

!%ctron beam t3aramete~
!Mtialelectron energy ‘h=. 13
Maximurrtinitialtransvem”e

.. . .

velocity 9.=2.tX)x lo~
Initialaxial velccity (6 MsV) &= 0.9970
Beam radius rb= 0.0S

f~ = 0.032

Waveauide carame!efs
Waveguide radti R=l.59
Radiusof vacuumhole a =0.48
Ratioof tworadti eJR= 0.30
Dielectricconskmt (aJumina) &= 9.4
Waveguldefength 2=1s0
Waveguidemode ml

Radiofrequencywaq
Fwldpower P=15
Maximumfieldstren@ E-= 6.29
Frequency f~= 2.856
Normalized pi?ase velocity v@lc = 0.9943
Free spat% wavelength ~ = 10SO
Waveguide wavelength ~=lo.w

(cm)

ye]

(cm)

Mm)
(GHz)

(cm)
(cm)

along an accelerator section, so that significant energy depletion, if any, would
cause late-following bunches to experience Iess acceleration than early-leading
bunches. After several fill times, a steady-state can be reached, but Ixarn loading
will reduce the field amplitudes, bringing about k-M net acceleration than in the
absent-e of beam loading. This situation is undesirable when the accelerator is
designed for high energy gain am.inarrow energy resolution. Therefore one must

3s

30

2s
7

20

Is

10
0 2s so 7s 100 12s 150

z (cm)

-5.8

* -s.9

~ -6.0
~
- -6.1

w .6.3

-6.4
0 2s 50 7s 100 12s 1s0

z (cm)

(a) _ 03)

FIGURE3. (a)El@ron energy as a functionof the axialdistance. (tr)The
axia! acderating field seen by one partkfe as it moves down the
waveguide. The dott~ fi~$ are the case when a 10 percent power
deptetionk taken untoacxmunt.
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*
jnsum that the energy carried away by the beam during a sequen~ of

microb~nches (i.e. c!wing one fill time t = L/v~) is much less than the stored

energy. Our beam loading compumtion shows tid for an average current of ~ =
0.143 A, W’hich~~~nd$ tO @ cu~n~ of 10A witi 5 P bunch averaged
over the 350 ps RF cycle estabIistred in tie MICA there is only a slight drop of
2.3 % from the maximum nO-10ad energy gti 9.06 ~,

Due to the small difference betwcm the electron velocity and the wave
phase velocity, one may ex%t hat tie eketron will gmdualIy SUP thm the
maximum amlemtion Position, fow~d M b~kward depending on whether the
beam is going faster or sdower. In the current simulation, we find a phase
slippage of A$ = 24° in 1.5 m with the electrons moving ahead of the RF field,
corresponding to a slippage intewal of L%= 23 ps. For8R-Fgunw“t.babeam
bunch length of only AtO= 5 ps, we cart expeet excdlent trapping and acceleration

of ekctrons during tie entire propagation along ti wave~ide, ~+hout a taper of
the dielectric elemenL

When the eleetrons are located in a small “phase window” of acceleration,
the radial component of the field ~ will prevent the ebrons from spreading out
even though the particles have an initial transverse velocity distribution. Our
simulation shows that eleetrons remain well ecmfhd inside the bole in the
dielectric and the transverse velmity spread shrinks. Beam spredng &comes
serious only when electrons are out of acceleration phase.

IV. SELF FIELD EFFECT AND EM3TTANCE EYOLIJTION

The self field cffat due to finite electron current has been investigated by
running the PARMELA accelerator code [10], a versatile multiparticle ekctron
Iinac code widely used in accelerator community [11]. LnPARMELA the electron
beam, represented by a collection of macropaticlm, may be transformed dtrough
a linac andlor tnnsport system. The self field effects (both electic and magnetic)
are automatically taken into account in the simuhlion. Since & code usually
applies to a ~riodic loading structure, it was necessary to mrxiify the code so that
it has the capability of modeIing traveling wave acceleration in the smooth-bore
MICA structure. In Table 2, we summarize some param.tem of main interest for a
bunch at the entrancz (z==) and the exit (z=l 50 cm) of the waveguide. Entrance
conditions are taken from the RF gun and beam line computadqn, while the
output is determined by the simulation resuks. I%e initial parameters in the
PARMELA simulation are the same as we used in the single particle dynamics
run shown in Table 1, except a finite bunch ch~ge of q = 0.05 nC is now
included.
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TABLE2. PARMEIA msul!s for beam emiltaneeand
energy spread al the entranca and exitofwaveguide

..*

‘1

z % Eix.nn 4C, -*E- & ‘-mm

(cm) (mm) (Mew (deg.) (kcV) (mm ~d) (~ wad) (ticg-keV)
O 0.5 6.0 5.78 68.9 3.05 2.90 24.9

150 3.0 15.6 5.83 80.2 3.05 2.91 25.8

Comparing the PARMELA output results with the single particle r~ul~,
we find that in both simulations the acceleration gradients, the. final p~iC]e
energy, the beam cross-section and the particle ve!oeity evoluhon are all in
excei]ent agreement [5]. The iOOOpmick U@ in p~ELA sim~~ation am SIt
“good” particles, meaning that there is no particle 10SSin the MICA. PARMl?LA
shows very clearly [hat the transverse emimce % md % am constant

throughout che acceleration, even though the Iongitudhml emitmncc .s- has a
very slight change because of the minute fongitudin~ bunching wtich makes the
particle energy spectrum more narrow. l%is PARMEIA simulation is also
compared to a test run where the net ch~ge is set to x0: we obeme only trivial
differences. This shows that the self field effects are not significant for 10A peak
current, However, when the beam cw’rent is increased. tie self field effects do
affect the ultimate beam qua!ity. For PAIU-A mns wi~ 20 A @ micropulse
current a noticeable gTowth in normalized ~sverse ~d longitudinal emittanee is
found, while for 200 A the growth is substantial. l%ese results suggest that
achievement of the goal of a normalized transverse emiwee of 5x mm-mrad for
a 0.16 nC ( 10ISparticles), 5 ps-w bunch is realistic.

V. ATTEMPT TO MEASURE THE DIELECTRIC
BREAKDOWN LIMfT

h order to determine the breakdown limits at 2.856 GI-k we have
designed and constructed a cavity resonator with m alumina liner. Thus it is
necessary to determine the resonance frequency and qualily factor Q for a ‘l%&,
resonator constructed with a section of die!ectic-lined waveguide with
conducting plates closing the ends. Since the exact value of the alumina dielectric
constant of the sample we used was not accurately known, we tigan with a low
pwer test to determine the resonant modes of a simple cavity incorporating an
alumina annulus with outer mekdlic surfaces, which is coupkl to a signal
generator and a detector as shown in Figure 4.

,.
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FIGURE4. Sketch of the teSt resonator fabrkxited frofna shod section
of alumina P@? coated on M exteriorwith sifverpaht. A bw power RF
inputwas used.

The design parametersof an ideal cavity resona(or. M on the sample
available, are listed in Table 3. l%e cavity operates in the ~ mode; that is, the
length of the cavity is one guide wavelength of ~ mode. The cavity has a -
moderate quality factor Q = 4620. l%e relation between the maximum axial field
in the cavity and the power coupledh k alsogiven in Table 3 in terms of the
parameter a/ Plflwhere P isthetotal power lost in both walls and diekctic.

TABLE 3. S’knulatkmParameters of Dielectric-1oaded CavityResmalor

Cavitvoarameters
Radius ofemptyhole a. 0.S08
Radius of eyfkfrieal cavity

(cm)
R=l.429 (em)
m = 0.3s8

LengthofeaA’ty d=12-tl (em)
Real part of the dielectricconstant &= 9,62
Imaginarypart of the diefeetricconstant ~15=9.4xlo-5

RF wave parametem:
Cut-offfrecru+mrx fc= 3.118 [Gtiz)
Resonan& frequency f;= 3.210 {GHzj
Transverse wave numberin the hole k,, = 0.4281 (l/cm)
Transverse wave number Inthe dielectric kz= 2.021 ~;:~)
Wavelengthinthe cavityresonator

k
= 12.11

cavity rncde >2 ... .

Quamvfactorof the cavity
Q for the eonducfhg wafts Q.= 7929
Q forthe dwlectrie Q4= 11070 _
QoffhecaWy Q =4620
Power bss ratio(MV/m)/(MW)m E&m = 20.32
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Measurements were conducted with a resonator fabricated from a sho~
section of alumina pipe cfxd on i~ exteh with silv~ O%. O ~c alumina

samples, supplied by lSP Ckamks, Inc.. had inner and outer radii of 1.429 cm
and 0.508 cm, respectively. There are some differences in dimension between ~
proposal waveguide and the test catity (the outer radius is 10% smaller .tian t&
required value of 1.5875 cm while the inner radius is 7% larger). Nevertheless,
measurements on the samples availabk still provide a good test of theory. Raw
data for the obserwd RF transmission by the cavity is shown in Fig. 5(a), over a

frixpcncy range between 3 and 6 GHL Fig. S(b) shows a plot of the square of the
12 observed resmuw frequencies in Fig. 5(a) versw the square of the resonance
index. From theoreticrd analysis we know that the slope of this line should be the
rcxipmcal of the relative diekctric amstant; for the data in Fig. S(b), thk
reciprocal slope is 9.62. This differs from 9.4, the canonical value taken in the
analysis given above, but 9.62 is well within the range quoted for good purity
alurnin~ Itis highly significant that no other resonance for thk structure between
3 and 6 GHz were found that did not fit on the line shown in Fig. 5(b),despite
attempts having been made to excite non-axisyrnmetric modes using a

200

150

100

so

o
3 3.5 4~&3 ~ms) 5-$ 6

(a) 03

FIGURE 5. (a) Mode spectrum of the resonator obtained in measurement txwity
transm”k.s”~nis in aibitraryunitrx(b) Square of mode resonance freqwmcyversus square
of axial tie numberfrommeasurements on the resonator shown in (a).The reciprti
of the slope of the lineis 9.62, whichcan be inferred to be the dielectric permittivfty&

non-axisyrnmetric antenna One can conclude from this observation that
potentially disruptive non-axisymrrwic modes of the dielectric pipe were not
excited. Calculation of the properties of non-axisymmeuic modes would be a
formidable task, one which these experimental tests appeas to render unfiesyuy.

The vefiical intercept for the Iine in Fig. 5(b) should be the square of the
~mode waveguide cutoff frequency, which in this casg is obsemwl to be
3.2$6 GH.z. For c = 9.62, R = 1.429 cm and a = 0.508 cm, the calculated value is
3.118 GHz, a value 3.05% lower than the measurement. This discrepancy is not .
unreasonable, considering the added circuit reactance of the coupling antennas,
and the incomplete closure of the end walls. Typical Q values for the observed
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cavity r=onance Wem in tie ~ge of 400-540, much lower than the calculated
unload~ vduc of 4620. nis is also not too surprising, considering the open en&
of the & hole. ~d tie stiong external loading that was required to make
accurate resonance memurcrnen’a on all i2 modes. But this exerciSe emphasizes
the n~ to carefufly test alumina samples p{ior to accept.w% and prior to
selection of the final pamrnetem for the 150 cm accelerating sutions. In
particular, art amurate advance measumnent of dielectric constant, phase velocity
and loss tangent must be made from samples taken from the alumina ba[ch to be
used for the final accelerating sections.

Measurements using high power m“mowaves applied to the alumina
samples were also carried out to determine RF breakdown limits. Since the cavity
described above has resonance above 3.2 GHA an a.hemative experimental
arrangement was devised to subject the alumina strrfaees to high tangential N
electric fields at 2.S56 GHz (obtained from a XK-5 klystron). A standing-wave
resonance was established in WR-284 rwtangular waveguide using inductive
irises. Memurerrrerrts with the alumina samp?e in place showed this arrangement
to give an effective gain of over 11 dB, as deduced front signals on the sample
probe with and withou! the irises. Undertheseconditions, the peak tangential RF
eltitric field at the inner alum”na surface is calculated to be 33.6 P’fl V/cm, where
P is the incident power in watts. This indicates that a field of 63 kV/cm would be
applied when P = 3.52 MW. In the experiments, the RF power level was increased
over a -12 hour period to provide gradual RF processing of the structure, without
allowing the background pressure to exceed 2X104 ToiT. It was found that this
procedure could be continued up to a power level of 6.25 MW, without evidence
of arcing at the alumina surface. This corre.qwnds to a tangential field of 84
kV/cm. Tlwse obsemations suggest ht acoAeration gradients of at least 8.4
MV/m should & achievable in MICA, where a design with superior vacuum
integri~ and coating of the aIumina is planned

v. CONCLUSIONS
We have srudid a Microwave Inverse Cerenkov Accelerator, which has

an acceleration mechanism similar [o that of a corwentionat RF linac. However,
the accelerating structure, which comprises a continuous coated ceramic pipe,
should be less expmsive to fabricate than that of tie Iinac. In the absence of any
periodic loading structures in the waveguide, wakefield generation that can lead to
emittance growth and beam breakup should be minimized. Thus MICA’S
advantages of a relatively compact structure, smcmth-bore design and no ned of
magnetic focusing make it a very competitive facility as a simple, low cost
electron accelerator.

In this paper, we have discussed briefly the eigenmode, field profile,
p~icle dynamics. beam loading and space charge effects. Experimentally, we
failed to observe dielectric breakdown of alumina at fields up to 8.4 MV/m. We
find that a thick liner with a high dielectric constant is very helpful not only to
store high RF energy but also 10 maintain art intense and uniform axial
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accelerating field in the central hole. ‘llw pa@cle motion in he wavegui& k
nearly one dimensional with’ sd] input p~lcks being accelerated and ~
interruption by the dielectic. here is no ban breakup, and the beam b~c~
have good stability even if they are slightly off-axis. l% the km current ~~ ,
consideration, the initial low norrnalizd ernittanee-less then 3 x nun ~.u
constant throughout the acceleration, ‘I%caccejeratioo gradient in the simul~m
is 6.3 MV/m in which case the electron energy mc~s from 6 to 16 Mev in ]~
cm. However. without exceeding the breakdown hmu measured by Cxpefint
(>8.4 W/m), and using higher microwave power andhr a higher Q structure, ~
electron energy could increase even more, perhaps in tbe range of 10-15 MeV~
if techniques for improving the dielectric breakdown[8] on the surface using T1~
TN evaporated coatings can be used successfully.

Challenging technical issues must be overcome. These include p~isim
grinding such as the finish of the waveguide liner, since the phase veloci~ of ~
RF wave in the vicinity of c is very sensitive to the mdi~ of tie v~uum hole and
tube, and careful design of the matching for the power f~ing system and the
accele.mtor wavegvide because of the substantial difference of the wave pup
velocity (or impedance) in these two sections.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MICA PROTOTYPE

Included in this section are a sequence of diagrams and plots that show
the evolution of the final engineering design for MICA. This engineering and
fabrication was can-ied out by Titan-Beta, of Dublin, CA, under a sub-contract
fiorn Omega-P, Inc. The critical issues were the matching of the dielectic-
Ioaded TM-O1 mode cylindrical wavegu.ide to standard WR-238 rectangular
waveguides at input and output ports, and the insertion loss of the MICA
structure itself.

Design simulations and cold tests were carried out to optimize the
designs, as seen in the enclosed diagrams and plots. Fig. 1 shows the input
matching structure. Figs. 2 and 3 show the return loss [match) for b
locations of the short position. As seen in Fig. 2, the return loss for the cold-
test model could be reduced to loss than –30 db at one select fkquency. Fig. 4
shows the overall outline design for mCA, including the input and (identical)
output coupler and three accelerating sections. (Five were actually fabricated
by Titan-Beta.) Fig. 5 shows the details of the input (output) coupler design.
Fig. 6 shows the details of construction of the ceramic (metalized on its exterior)
and the manner in which it was brazed into the surrounding water jacket.
Three pages of assembly steps are included, detailing the construction sequence
followed by Titan-Beta. Measurements of the return loss, and overall insertion
loss for the fully-assembled MICA prototype are shown in Fig. 7; as is seen
these quantities are far below specifications, and much worse than the cold-test
values. Shortage of additional funds to rebuild the structures, and shortage of
time remaining in the 2-year grant period dictated that preliminary attempts be
made to utilize these imperfect structures for acceleration, postponing a
decision regards further modifkxitions until acceleration results could be
studied. Table I shows results of tests to optimize dimensions of the dielectric
pipe, depending upon dielectric constant. Fig. 8 shows the influence of
dielectric constant upon expected acceleration. Fig. 9 is a photograph of the
input (output) coupler. Fig. 10 is a photograph of one of the MICA accelerator
modules. Fig. 11 is a photograph of the assembled MICA structure on a
strongback. Fig. 12 is a photograph of one, MICA module and the input and
output couplers installed on one leg of the Yale Beam Physics 6-MeV beamline.
Fig. 13 is a photograph of the some of the overall experimental set-up in the
Yale Beam Physics accelerator tunnel. Visible are -MIFELA (with green
quadruple magnets and antler waveguide input feeds and, to its right the
MICA beamline. Not installed at the time of this photograph are the necessary
quadruples for focussing the beam along MICA. Just visible beyond the MICA
structure is a magnetic spectrometer for measuring the energy and energy
distribution of the beam after passage through the MICA structure. At this
writing (7/99) 6-MeV bunches have been successfully transported through the
MICA structure, and imaged on screens inserted into the beamline ahead of,
and beyond the MICA structure. Approval from Yale University radiation safely
offkials is awaited before acceleration beyond 6 MeV can be attempted.
Moreover, transfer of the S-band input waveguide feed from MIFEI.A to MICA
must await completion of experiments on MIFELA that are underway.
Deftitive tests of MICA are scheduled for Fall-Winter 1999-2000.
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-. .

1.

2.

. 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

END SECTION SEQUENCE

Assemble/braze waveguide sub-assembly. Machine as
necessary, vacuum leak check.

Metallize ceramic O.D., except ends. No metalfizing on larger
diameter eqd ceramic.

Copper plate metallized areas.

Braze eyelets, (Kovar) to ceramic using ceramic tooling for
precise location. Leak check.

Pre-braze coolant, connectors to water jacket.

Weld water jacket to ceramic assembly.

Pressure test water channel.

Titanium coat ceramic I.D. & ends.

Weld larger diameter end ceramic to waveguide assembly of
step 1.

Weld cylindrical ceramic assembly to waveguide sub-assembly.
Leak check.

Bag in N2 to hold for next assembly.
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Fig. 6. Engineering assembly drawing of ceramic-to-ceramic joint at center of MICA module.



. . . .

INTERNAL SECTION SEQUENCE

2.

3.

.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Metallize cermic O.D. except ends.

Copper plate metallized areas.

Braze eyelets (Kovar) to ceramic using ceramic tooling for
precfse location.

Pre-braze coolant connectors to water jacket.

Weld water jacket to ceramic assembly.

Presure test water channel.

Titanium coat I.D. & ends of ceramic.

Bag in N2 to hold for next assembly.

.,.
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. . . .

1.

2.

3.

. 4.

5.

6.

7.

Carefully align

FINAL ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE

mating sections and clamp in place.

Weld sections together.

Vacuum leak check.

Microwave tests; Measure match and insertion loss.

Evacuate; Bakeout?; Seal off.

Package for shipment.

Ship.

..
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Tablel: cfittingof mica tube

sample n e Uw (fiiting) Wa (theory) Au/w(%) x OD(in.) ~~(c)

2B 2 8.19 2.5820 2.7050 4.65 10.49

3 9.14 2.5418 2.5647 0.89 0.52 1.246 0:9973

4 10.09 2.4992 2.4419 2.32 11.80

3A1 2 8.10 2.5987 2.7201 4.57 14.54

3 9.04 2.5583 2.5792 0.81 0.37 1.252 0.9988

4 9.98 2.5155 2.4558 2.40 8.21

3A2 2 8.09 2.5846 2.7232 5.22 14.28

3 9.02 2.5439 2.5820 1.48 0.73 1.253 0.9970

4 9.96 2.5008 2.4584 1.71 9.49

3B1 2 8.13 2.5811 2.7158 5.09 11.04

3 9.07 2.5406 2.5749 1.34 0.34 1.250 0.9968

4 10.02 2.4977 2.4516 1.86 11.30

3B2 2 8.14 2.5848 2.7140 4.a8 11.68

3 9.08 2.5444 2.5732 1.12 0.34 1.249 0.9988

4 10.03 2.5017 2.4561 2.08 10.66
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Fig. 12. Photograph of MICA module with three accelerator
modules assembled on strong-back.
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Fig. 14. View looking NoxLh along accelerator tunnel at Yale Beam Physics
Laboratory, show!.ng MIFELA (in line with green quadruple magnets)
and MICA. ,, Just beyond MICA, the dipole spectrometer is visible.



. WAKE FXELDS IN DIELECTRIC-LOADED WAVEGUIDES

Since the dielectric-loaded waveguide employed in MICA is a slow-wave
structure, it will support wake fields that travel with injected charge bunches.
These wake fields can influence the motion of the injected bunches; and thus
modify the energy gain in MICA. There may even be regimes of operation in
which wake fields cause the bunch motion to be unstable, causing break-up of
the bunch and/or motion into the wall. These attributes are common to all
slow-wave accelerating structures, including those in conventional rf linacs. It

is thus of importance that the origin and structure of the wake fields that arise
in MICA be understood. Accordingly, a study of wake fields in dielectric-lined
waveguides was originated under this Phase II MICA research program, and
subsequently continued under another SBIR Phase I grant fmm DoE. Results
of this study have led to a new concept for a wake field accelerator, and for a
novel source of picosecond rf pulses. These results are discussed in detail in
the following publications, copies of which are enclosed.

‘Stimulated dielectic wake field accelerator,” by T.-B. Zhang, J. L. Hirshfield, T.
C. Marshall, and B. Ha6zi, Phys. Rev. E 56, pp. 4647-4655 (1997).

“A Cerenkov source of high-power picosecond pulsed microwaves,” by T.-B.
Zhang, T. C. Marshall and J. L. Hirshfield, IEEE Trans. Plasma Science 26, pp.
787-793 (1998).

“Transverse fields in dielectric wake field accelerators,” by J. L. Hirsl-d3eld,S. Y.
Park, and T.-B. Zhang, Advanced Accelerator Concepts – 8JI Workshop, AIP CQnf.
Proc. 472, pp. 668-675 (AIP Press, Woodbury, NY, 1999).
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Stimulated dielectric wake-field accelerator

T-B. Zhan~,i J. L. Hirshfieid,’2T .C.Marsha11,3andB Hafizil
Omega -P, Inc., iVew Haven,Connecticut05520 .

2Depatimentof Physics, Yale University, New Haven, Connecricru05S/i

3Department of AppIied Physics, Columbia University, New York New York 1#27
(Received30 May 1997)

A wake-fieldaccelerator is descritd bd on the use of a Waveguidestructure in which many modes can

participate in wake-fieldformation, and in which the wake-fieldperiod quals the period of a train of drive
bunches. A dielectric-lined waveguide is Malyzed that is shown to suppmt multimode propagation with all
modes hating n&lj’equil phase velcxities. equal to the initial ~elcxi!y of injected charge burkh’is th~t drive
the wake fields. For this wsrveguide, the ralio of wake field to drag field for a bare dsive bunch is 4.7, as
compared to 2.0 for a single-mode waveguide. The composite ~“ wake field of such a structure is shown to
include highly pked axial electric fields l~alized on each driving bunch in a periodic sequence of bunches.
This allows stimulated emission of wake-fseid energy to occur at a rate that is larger than the coherent
spontaneous emission from a single driving bunch of equai charge and energy. This mechanism can make
possible the design of a stimulated diei~tric wake-fieid accelerator that has the potential of providing an
acceleration gradient for eiectrons or PositSons in the range of 50-103 MV/m,taking a driving bunchcharge
of a few nC. We present calculations for such wake fieids from a bunched sheet beam in a two-dimensional
dielectric waveguide. Numerical examples are given, inciuding the acceleration of a 30 hieV test bunch to 155
MeV in a structure200 cm in iength, using ten identical 2 nC4nrn drive bunches. [Si063-65iX(97)036i0-6]

PACS number(s): 41 .60.Cr. 41 .75.HL 29. i7. + w

L INTRODUCTION

In the conventional dielectric wake-field accelera~or, a
dielectric-lined waveguide supports wake fields with longi-
tudinal elecm”c fields induced by the passage of an electson
bunch of high charge number (the “driving bunch”). Phase
velocities for the modes of dielectric-lined waveguide can be
less than the speed of light [1], so that Cherenkov radiation
occurs [2], manifesting itself as a wake field that fills the

waveguide behind the driving bunch. If a . ‘test” bunch of
low charge number is injected at a suitable intetwai after the
driving bunch, it can move in synchronism with the wake
fieids and experience net acceleration [3-5]. This approach
for development of novel accelerators is appea!ing because
no external source of rf power is required for acceleration,
and because high-gradient longitudinal fields are predicted
for achievable high intensity driving bunches. For example,
Rosing and Gai [4] consider a 100 nC, 1.0 mm long driving
bunch passing through a dieiectnc-iined waveguide with an
inner radius of 2.0 mm and an outer radius 5.0 mm: they
took the relative dielectric constant of the outer liner to be
K= e/e. = 3.0. For this they predict a peak wake-field accel-
erating gradient of E:.FA = 240 ,UVlm, a vatue about 14
times that at the Stanford Linear Collider. Experimental con-
firmation of wake-fieid generation in a dielectric-lined wave-
guide has been obtained [5] using 21 hfeV driving bunches
of 2.0-2.6 nC and 15 ?vfeV test bunches of much lower
charge. Acceleration gradients of 0.3–0.5 hfV/m were ob-
served in the experiments. in agreement with supprting
theory. Acceleration gradients in all dielectic-lined
waveguides must be below the breakdown fteid of the dielec-
tric [6]. This will limit achievable acceleration gradients in
any dielectric-lin:d waveguide to a level that may na be as
high as the 240 Mv/m value predicted in Ref. [4].

The pmicular dielectric waveguide analyzed in this paper

i063-65 iX/97/56(4)/4647 (9)/$ iO.00 ~

for the Stimulated Dielectric Wake-field Accelerator
(S-WAC) enjoys two uncommon virtues. The first arises be-
cause many waveguide modes can participate In wake-field
formation, and these are designed to have phase velocities
nearly equal to one another, and to the bunch velocity. This
leads to a coherent superposition of many copropagating
waveguide modes, so the net wake-field amplitude can be
significantly l~ger than amplitudes of individual modes. The
second virtue arises because the near-periodic character of
the wake fields allows constructive interference of field am-
plitudes from successive bunches. Furthermore, the analysis
given here is fomwlated to add to the sponfmeous Cheren-
kov wake-field emission of one bunch, the simulated Cher-
enkov emission from a train of succeeding bunches. The
bunches are assumed to be identical, and each bunch is in-
jected to move initially with near synchronism in the net
wake field of prior bunches. It wili be shown that stimulated
emission from each tsailing bunch can exceed spontaneous
Cherenkov emission from a bunch moving alone. Conse-
quently, the drag field that decelerates a “dressed” bunch
can be much larger than the drag field acting on a ‘bare”
bunch. (Terms in quotes refer to the presence or absence of
decelerating wake l%lds from prior bunches.) Thus a dressed
bunch leaves behind a stronger wake than a bare bunch, and
so forth for succeeding dressed bunches. Of course, the suc-
cessive wale maxima are found to be not exactly periodic,
and decelerating particles can slip behind the wake-field
maxima; so the cumulative superposition of wakes can be
less than a sum of peak values. But the validity of building
up a substantial wake-field amplitude by stimulated wake-
field emission from a number of driving bunches of modest
charge will be demonstrated here. It is this that is proposed
as a new means for achieving high wake-field acceleration
gradients, without need for bunches of exceptionally high
charge.

4647 @ i997 The AmericanPhysicaiSociety
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Ruth et al. [7] have modeled the wake field from multiple
driving bunches, assuming that successive bunches radiate
wake-field energy identically. In their model, the composite
wake field of a train of bunches wouId be a linear superpo-
sition of individual wake-field amplitudes. Synchronism of
multiple driving bunches with the wake-field period has been
discussed previously by Onishchenko er al. [8], who have
experimentally obsewed intense radiation attributable to the
progressive buildup of a strong wake field. Finally, Bane,
Chen, and Wilson [9] have considered collinear wake-field
acceleration generally, and show that a “transformer ratio”
(i.e., the ratio of wake field to drag field for a bare bunch)
greater than two is possible in muhimode structures where
the mode eigenfrequencies O. are equally spaced, with r.o.
= ~o( 2n + 1); this signifies that particles can be accelerated
to energies greater than twice the energy of particles in the
driving bunch. In S-WAC, the multimbde aspect of the di-
electric waveguide chosen is a crucial factor since, as will be
demonstrated below, the waveguide eigenfrequency spec-
trum can be designed to nearly fit the relationship OJn
=foo(2rz+ 1).

In this paper, we shall present the wake-field theory for a
simplified slab geometry driven by a bunched sheet beam.
Numerical examples are provided to show how a well-
defined, spatiotemporally localized wake field may be pro-
duced using high dielectric constant low-loss material, pro-
viding the geometrical variables are correctly chosen. We
discuss how wake-field amplitudes may be further enhanced
by the superposition of contributions from successive drive
bunches, together with stimulated emission. We provide a
numericaI exampIe showing acceleration of test electrons
from 30 to 155 MeV, in a 2(M cm long two-dimensionaI
dielectric waveguide, using 2-nUmm drive bunches. For this
examp!e, the transformer ratio is 4.7. Further examples are
given in which drive bunches are removed from the interac-
tion once they have lost most of their energy, but before they
can slip into accelerating phases and drain wake-field energy,
and thereby reduce the available accelerating gradient for the
test bunch.

11. WAVEGLIDE MODES AND WAKE-FIELD STRfJCTURE

The model analyzed here is simplified to bring out the
essential physics. Thus a two-dimensional waveguide is con-
sidered. in which two parallel slabs of dielectric are sepa-
rated by a small vacuum gap, and in which the outer surfaces
of the slabs are sheathed in a lossless conductor. The relative
dielectric constant K for the slabs is assumed to be indepen-
dent of frequency. The geometry is depicted in Fig. 1, and all
quantities are taken to be independent of y. The electrons are
injected along the : axis in sheet bunches, with charge den-
sity given by p(x.:, /)= -e,48(x)h(:- vr), where e is the
magnitude of the electron charge. N is the charge number per
unit length in the y direction along the sheet, ~(x) is the
transverse charge dhibution. assumed to be of infinitesimal
width it-ix, and h(: – W) is the longitudinal charge distribu-
tion for bunch particles moving at axial speed v. Simplifica-
tion is afforded when the geometry is two dimensional (2D),
with orientation of the dielectric as shown in Fig. 1. In this
case, orthononnaI wave functions cart be found for the elec-
tromagnetic fields that separate into TEXand TMX classes

~.

Electron sheet Y

Dielectricslabs

FIG. 1. Geometry for the two-dimensional dielectric-lined
waveguide.

with respect to the x axis; these are also known as LSE and
LSM modes [10]. In 2D geometry, only the TMx mode has
an axial electric field; this is the mode considered here. For
3D geometry, when the waveguide shown in Fig. 1 is closed
from above and below by conducting planes normal to they
axis. both TEX and TMXmodes must be inchrded. In cylin-
drical geometry, only axisymmetric excitations separate into
TE and TM modes, and generally one must deal with hybrid
modes [1]. For the geometry shown in Fig. 1, conditions can
be found where all TM’ modes have phase velocities equal
to v, corresponding to wake fields that move in synchronism
with the eiectron bunches. The field components for the
complete orthonormal TMXmode set are given by

z

fnl(~) C-;om:o,p

E:(x,:,t)= ~ E. — , (1)
m=O am

where

Jm(x)= 1
sinp~(b–aj

[

coshk.a sinp~(b+x), -b S.rS-a

x coshk~x sinpJb –a), —aGx<a (2)

coshk~a sinp~(b –x), a~x<b,

and ZO=z —vt;

gno)Ex(x,z,&im;oE. — e ‘i%:o IV. (3)
am

where

Y
gin(x) =

K cosp~(b -a)

I
– sinhkma cos p~(b +x), –b~x<–a

x K sinhk~x cos p~(b – a), —asxsa

sinhkma cos p~(b -x), a~.r<b,

(4)
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Hy(x,z,r) =c)?EX(x,z,t) 1, -a<x~a (5)
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The-normalizing constant is

sinh( 2k~a )

[

K(b-a)

am= 1 + (2$ma) ‘c0sh2(kma) a sin2pJb-a)

tanh(k~a)—
1(kmd) ;

The (evanescent) transverse wave number in the vacuum is
km, and the (real) transverse wave number in the dielectric is
pm, and ti~ = c~k=.rn. For the fields given by Eqs. (1)–(5),
orthonormalization “is obtained in the form

X exp[ – iq(~m- Om)/v], (6)

where D?n = cE?n = KeoE?n in the dielectric slabs and
Dfn = so~~n in &e vacuum gap. The dispersion relation is
found to be

pm tanh(kn.p) = Kk~ cot[p~(b -a)]. (7)

It is noted that one can have eigenfrequencies with nearly
equal spacing, since p~(b — a)~(n + 1/z)7r as K~=c. As
m-x the asymptotic eigenfrequency spacing approaches
AO=TC#l[(b -U)tirKf3z– l]-*. The wake field is more
strongly peaked and more closely periodic in Z. as the eigen-
frequencies become more nearly periodic, i.e., as a higher
value of K is used.

To find wake fields induced by an electron bunch, one
expands in orthonormal modes the solution of the inhomo-
geneous wave equation,

with the source function

dj. 1 dp
S:(x,:.f)=po $+——,

&o dz

where the : component of the current density is j:(x, z, r)
= vp(x.:, r). and where S:(x,:, [)=O for \xl>a. A com-
plete solution can be constructed from fields as given in Eq.
( l), since these are solutions of Eq. (8) with S:(x,:,r) = O
everywhere. We expand the solution of Eq. (8) in the interval
– b<x<b in a Fourier series:

x

E:(x,:,r)=~~o &(X)
J

x

dk An(k)e-i’”. (9)
m -x

Inserting E.q. (9) into Eq. (8), and multiplying both sides
by w(x) D~n(x,z,r) gives

70

1
A,Jk)=

2ram(k2- w~/v2) ,
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!/

b=

dx’ dz;SZ(x’,z;)
-b -’s

x K(X’)fm(X’ ))V(X’)6?ik::. (lo)

Then, integrating over k, with due regard for the. choice of
the contour of integration consistent with causality, and in-
voking Eq. (6) “jields

//

b

E:(.r,:,r)= ~ dx’ X ‘)dzJz(x’,z:)GJx,: o;x’,:o ,
~so –b -x

(11)

where the Green’s function G~(x, zo ;x’, z~) is

‘i VK(X’)
G~(x,zo ;X’,Z:) = Zomama ~(x’)fmh’ )fm(x)

and the weigh(ing factor is W(X) =[(K~2– 1)- 1,

-#, (K~2– 1)-’] in the intervals [(– b<x<-a), (–a
<x<u),(ct<x<b)], respectively.

For a rectangular bunch p(x,:, t) = -Ne8(x)/.3: in (he
interval Zo– AZ/2< Z<Zo+ Az/2, and p(x, z,t) = O other-
wise, one finds for the coherent spontaneous wake field from
a bunch containing N electrons the result

fro(X) sin(~m~z~v) _i@ .O,p

E:(x,z, t)= –EO~ —
~=o am (wmAz/21J) e ‘- .

(13)

While for a Gaussian bunch of N electrons with p(x,:, r)

= [Ne c$(x)/A:]exp[ –(~/&&], one finds the result

‘ fro(x)
E,(x,z,r)= ‘Eom~o ~ e-(oml:L?w)2e -iom:o/v

m

(14)

In E@.. (13) and (14), EO= – Ne/2.soa is a measure of the
Coulomb field of the_bunch, and causality dictates that the
results are valid only behind the bunch, i.e., for :.< O; ahead
of the bunch the fields are, of course, zero.

The fields for the Gaussian bunch case have been evalu-
ated for a waveguide with a =0.30 cm, b = 1.147 cm, K

= 10.0, A:=3.Omm, –Ne=Q= –2 nC/mm, and y=fll. A
relative dielectric constant of K = 10.0 is close to the value of
9.6 for alumina, the material that could be used to construct
a proof-of-principal device. It is assumed in this analysis that
K is independent of frequency. For these parameters, E.=
– 37.7 MV/m. The wake field is computed by including
modes up to m =50 in the sum in Eq. (14), although beyond
the 12th mode the relative amplitudes are less than 19Cof
that for m = 1. For this case, the first eigenfrequency interval
( Uz- OJl)/27r is 5.70 GHz, while the asymptotic interval
AoJ/27Tis 5.88 GHz; eigenfrequency intervals differ by at
most 3.1%. The computed coherent spontaneous wake-field
pattern for E,(x =OZO) of a single bunch is shown in Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. Spontaneous wake field from a – 2 nC/mm, 30 MeV,
3.0 mm long Gaussian sheet bunch after it has traveled 100 cm
left-to-right in the 2D waveguide.

for 0< z<100 cm. The wake-field peaks are seen generally
to alternate in sign; each is relatively concentrated in z and
has a period of 10.5 cm, corresponding to the vacuum wave-
length at 2.856 GHz, i.e., half the asymptotic frequency in-
ternal AIJJ/27r.The peak values of EZ for the first wake Me
– 5.57 and + 5.54 MV/m, and later wakes develop oscilla-
tory precursors. Figure 3(a) shows the mode frequencies, and
Fig. 3(b) shows the mode amplitudes Am. It is clear that
consideration of only the first few modes would give an in-
complete picture of the wake-field structure. If the bunch
length is decreased, the spectral width increases, and addi-
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FIG. 4. Peak amplitude of the composite axial electric fietd for
the wake-field example shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

tional high-frequency structure develops; this is undesirable
in connection with the superposition of several bunches.
Also, the wider the bandwidth, the greater the influence of
dielectric dispersion (neglected here). Below, we consider
multiple injected bunches with parameters identical to this
first bunch.

The transverse structure of the waveguide fields has afso
been computed for the example discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Figure 4 shows the peak axial electric field
Er(x,zo = O). It is seen to be essentially independent of x in
the vacuum gap, but it falls rapidly to zero in the dielectric
regions. The peak transverse fields E=(x,zO= z.) and
HY(x,zO= ZJ have been computed from Eqs. (3) and (5),
where z~ = (2rn + 1)mvL20.; these fields are depicted in
Figs. 5 and 6. It is seen that the transverse fields are antisym-
metric in X, essentially line~ wirh x in the vacuum gap, but
not insignificant in the dielectric regions. Figure 7 shows the
Poynting vector S,= E=X HY, which is seen to vanish at x
= O, to be discontinuous at the dielectric-vacuum interface,
and to be largest near the conducting walls. Most of the
power flow is seen to be within the dielectric, so that losses
must be minimized to avoid undue heating. The wake-field
~wer per unit height can aIso be found, as PWW
=J:;disz(x); for the example discussed, one finds
PW&,=80.0 kWhnrn. The wake-field power at any point in
the waveguide is maintained at this level for the full 3.3 nsec
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FIG. 5. Peak amplitude of the composite transverse electric field
for the wake-field example shown in Figs. 2-4.
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FIG. 6. Peak amplitude of the composite uzmsverse magnetic
field for the wake-tield example shown in Figs. 2-5.

transit time of the bunch. In contrast, the peak power in the
10.0 psec bunch, defined as Pb= (ntc2/e)( Y– 1)(Q IJAz),
is 6.0 GW’/mm.

HI. ST13WLATED E311SSION OF WAKE FIELDS
BY .-i TRAIN OF BUNCHES

The choice of the particulu dielectric-lined waveguide
parameters in Sec. His seen to result in a spacing of 10.5 cm
between the first few sharply peaked positive polarity wake-
field features. This spacing is eqttaJ to the interbunch spacing
from a typical 2.856 GHz rf injector gun, or for that matter,
a rf Iinac dri~-en at this frequency. Therefore, if successive
bunches were injected into the dielectric waveguide, the sec-
ond bunch will find itself riding just on the crest of the first
decelerating wake feature generated by the first bunch. In-
stead of generating only a coherent spontaneous Cherertkov
wake as did the first bunch, the. second bunch will be decel-
erated in the field of the first wake, and its energy will be
radiated as additional stimulated Cherenkov energy, which
builds up its own wake. Successive bunches will interact
similaxly. To make this quantitative, one calculates the incre-
mental energy AW radiated into the waveguide by a bunch in
advancing a distance A:, and equates AW/A: ‘%’the energy
loss rate of the bunch. This ioss rate is identified with a drag
field ,Eti~ acting on the bunch. Thus,

For a bare bunch, E~~= Ew, tie drag field co~esponding
on!y to coherent spontaneous emission. But for a dressed
bunch that follows behind N prior bunches, the drag field
consists of the spontaneous drag field added to the combined
wake fields of the preceding bunches. The total wake field is
incremented by equating the sum of energies lost by all
bunches to the change in wake-field energy, ~,e !$t$r king
proportional to the square of the sum of wake-field ampli-
tudes. It is aIso noted that perfect synchronism is assumed in
the above simplified dkeussion, so that wake amplitudes
(and not energies) are added constructively.

The rate of energy accumulation in wake fields behind
any bunch (per unit height along the sheet btmch) is given by

0.8

0.7

0.6~-
E 0.5

g 0.4

-m 0.3
to

0.2

0.1

0.0
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

X/b

FIG. 7. Poynting vector for the wake-field example shown in
Figs. 2-6.

b-a K

[

cosh(k~a ) 12

1+ ~~ siri[pm(b-u)l,

~rsin[2p~(b–a)]

1 2pn(b–a) 11
+ K/3* . (16)

For a rectangul~ bunch, the strtm.tre factor is given by
/t( $~) = (sin &/&)2; and for the Gaussian bunch, h(<n)
h(g~)=exp(-f~), with g~=ro~Az/2v. In Eq. (16), F is a
scale factor fixed by balancing the energy loss rate between
drag on the bunch, and increase in the wake-field energy, as
described in the prior paragraph. For a bare bunch F= 1.
This scaling procedure assumes that the source current and
charge distributions in Eq. (8) remain constant during the
interaction. If not, the individual mode amplitudes must be
adjusted interactively; this amounts to introduction of a
z-dependent structure factor h ($~) in equations such as Eqs.
(13) and (14).

For the parameters chosen, Eq. (16) with F= 1 gives
d W/dz = 23.6x 10-4 J/m mm. (Note: the mm-1 comes from
a 1 mm height up the sheet beam.) Equating dW/d: to the
energy loss rate QEtig gives E&g= ESP = i. 18 ,MV/mfor a
bare bunch. The wake field induced by a bare btmch catI be
as high as 5.54 MV/m, as seen in Fig. 2, namely, 4.7 times
the drag field. This factor, commonly referred to as the
“transformer ratio,‘‘ is larger than the customary factor of 2
because of the rntdtimode nature of wake fields that can par-
ticipate in this case [9].

NOW,when a second bunch is introduced into the wave-
guide at the peak of the first bunch wake field, it cart be
decelerated by up to 1.18+5.54= 6.7234V/m. the sum of its
own bare drag field associated with spontaneous emission.
plus the wake field of the first bunch; this produces addi-
tional stimulated emission. Second bunch deceleration at a
rate of 6.72 MV/m, i.e., 5.7 times that of a bare bunch, can
clearly not proceed as far as the point : = 30/6.7 =4.5 m be-
fore which synchronism fails, due to slippage between the

%
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TABLE 1. Constructive superpositionof wake fieldsfor ten suc-
cessi~e bunches in a 100 cm long dielectric waveguide, as de-
scribed in [he tex!. Initial y= 60. T?-Ksimulation resul; shown in (k
Ias[ cohsrnn is at the time (he first bunch has reached := 100 cm.

XE. ,,
Bunch E‘k@ E I,EW,,● ./ (simulation)
number [MVhn) {M~$’;r,) {Mb’/m) {\f V/m)

I
~

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

1.18 5.5-t 5.54
6.72 8.79 14.33

15.51 10.34 24.67
25.85 , 11.12 3s.79
36.97 11.56 47.35
~8.53 11.84 59.19
60.37 12.04 71.23
72.41 12.17 83.40
8-t.58 12.28 95.68
%.36 I?.36 108.Ot

5.82
!3.69
23.05
~~~

42.66

52.49
6~,??0

71.80

81.25
9061

particles and the wake fields as the bunch energy is depleted.
The wake field of the second bunch adds i[s energy to that of
the first bunch to gi~e a combined wake field of 14.33 MV/m
[otal. This addition of amplitudes only continues as long as
synchronism is maintained between bunches and peak wake
fields. Highly relativistic bunches can maintain synchronism
while losing a Iarger fraction of their initial energy. as com-
pared with bunches of lesser energy, since for the former
velocity slip is lower, i.e., Afl==Ay/#.

In the following simple model for the buildup of a cumu-
lati~e wake field from a driving bunch train, the bunches are
taken as pointcharges that remain perfectly synchronized
with Ihe wake fields. The energy radiated into the wake field
of the n th bunch can be written in terms of the net drag on
the charge Q as

%=4(+1)2-(:42!
‘QIE-+~E’l=QE~~’:”’‘“)

from which the combined wake field is found (o be

The factor R is obtained from the coefficient of the electric
field squared in Eq. (16); R = 76.9 nC/?vlV for the example
ciIed. The indi~iduai wake field from the ith bunch is E, .

Table I (excepl for the last column) shows a compilation
from this (admittedly crude) estimate of the drag fields, in-
dividual wake fields and combined wake fields, as they
would build up for ten injected bunches. Tfie”’fiftficolumn in
the table lists, for purposes of comparison with the fourth
column, the wake field obtained from the numerical study
described in the next section. For comparison, the drag field
that results when the transformer ratio is two is. for each
bunch. an odd integer multiple of 1.18 MV/m, i.e.. 1.18,
3.54, 5.90, 8.26 MV/m, etc. [7]. One can appreciate from

Table I that participation of many copropagating modes, and
stimulated emission from a periodic sequence of driving
bunches. can increase dramatically the extraction of energy
from the bunches, which in turn promote~the buildup of an
intense overall ~ake field after passage of a relatively few
moderate-charge driving bunches. These results suggest that
stability problems can be avoided that may at[ertd the propa-
gation of a single drive bunch of very hi~h charge that is
needed to produce a strong wake field on its own.

IV. Nl?lERIC.AL SI>lULATIOSS

The conceptual model discussed in the prior section as-
sumes perfect synchronism between driving bunches and
peak wake fields, and assumes the wake-field amplitude to
be uniform o~er the finite spatial extent of each bunch. The
problem has been examined with greater accuracy in a nu-
merical simulation, using 100 particles per bunch, and taking
slip and actual wake-field amplitude variations into account.
Particles in each 3.0 mm long bunch are injected each 350
psec (10.5 cm) around the peak of the wake field from prior
bunches. The energy loss rate from each bunch “is given by
Eq. (16), with successive values of F found from the drag
field on that bunch. i.e., from the sum of its spontaneous drag
field EW and the net wake fieid from prior bunches. Par-
ticles in a given bunch obey the one-dimensional equation of
motion d y/d:= (e/mcz)Etig, evaluated at each pmticle’s
instantaneous location, where E~~~~is obtained from Eq.
( 17). The initial energy of each bunch is chosen with yi~lld
= 60. or about 30 MeV. In this model, the bunches—now
distributed spatially—will lose energy and thus can slip with
respect to the wake fields. Motion in the x-y transverse p!ane
is neglected.

In Figs. 8 and 9 are shown the results of injecting a test
electron bunch of small charge into the accelerating phase of
the ~ake field set up by the passage of ten prior driving
bunches in a structure 100 cm in length, taking the initial
energy of all test elecwons to be about 30 MeV (i.e., y,ti[,~I
= 60.0). Beam loading by the test bunch is neglected, so it is
assumed that the test bunch charge is very small. The param-
eters of this simulation are identical to those pertaining to
Fig. 2. Figure 8(a) shows the buildup of the wake field from
the ten driving bunches, and Fig. 8(b) shows the Iocatiort of
the finite-length lest ekctron bunch to be accelerated. The
test bunch (No. 11) enters behind the tenth drive bunch at the
peak accelerating field, after the first drive bunch has trav-
eled Vo[= 100 cm. Bunch \elocities are initially close to c
(i.e.. 0.99972c for yin,,,,l=60.0). The location of the drive
bunches at this instant is indicated on Fig. 8(a). As the drive
bunches proceed through the 100 cm long device. the energy
of the test electrons increases. In Fig. 9 u e plot the energy of
every other drive bunch and the energy of the accelerated test
bunch (No. 1I). After pot= 200 cm, the 94.5 cm train of
dn ve bunches has moved out of the structure, and the accel-
erated electrons are just departing. Their energy has been
increased to 100 MeV, with an average acceleration gradient
of about 70 MV/m. The value 70 MV/m is greater than ten
times the 5.6 MV/m peak wake fte!d of a single bunch. This
shows that a stronger wake field can be produced by a mu!-
tibunch train, thw-tby a single bunch containing the total
charge of all the bunches. The peak wake field in the struc-
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FIG. 8. (a) Cumulative wake-tieid set up by Len identical suc-
cessi~e bunches, a[ the time the first bunch has moved 100 cm
along the wakeguide. The positions of the bunches are indicated by
the black dots in the figure, (b) L~-ation of the test bunch (No. 11)
in the accelerating wake field near the entrance of the waveguide,
when the first bunch has moved 100 cm.

ture, 90.6 MVlm. does not exceed known theoretical [6] or
experimental breakdown lit-nits[11]. Table I shows, for com-
parison, that the simplified model predicts a total wake tleld
of 108 MV/m after the IOth driving bunch. The later drive
bunches show energy depletion, and indeed by Vot
= 120 cm they decrease in energy so that there is first a slip-
page off the wake-field ma%imum. followed by a further slip-
page into the following accelerating phase. after which the
drive bunch energy begins to increase again. In this way, the
maximum wake-field amplitude is eroded downstream. In
Fig. 10 is shown the energy spread of the accelerated elec-
trons, about i49c over the bunch length of 3 mm, due to the
variation of the accelerating wake field over the finile-extent
of the test bunch; forward slippage of the test bunch is insig-
nificant.

The wake-field power at any point in the waveguide
builds up in a stepwise fashion. over a 3.3 rtsec interval, to a
level of 19.4 MW/mm. [This value is found by multiplying
the single-bunch value of 80.0 kW/mm by the square of the
ratio of peak wake-field amplitudes for ten bunches and one
bunch, namely, (90.61/5.82)2= 242.4.] The 19.4 MW/mm
level is maintaind for a further’ interval of 3.3 nsec, after
which it diminishes in stepwise fashion back to zero.

One can find an approximate upper limit for the ultimate
energy to which a test bunch can be accelerated when it
follows a train of driving bunches. This can be determined
by calculating the wake-field energy available for absorption
by the test bunch. For the example discussed in the preceding
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FIG. 9. History of the energy of various drive bunches and the
test bunch, up to the time the test bunch just leaves the waveguide.

paragraphs, the wake-field energy is 174 nd behind the test
bunch at vOr= 200 cm, i.e., when the first drive bunch is
leaving the waveguide and when the test bunch energy is
101.7 kfeV. If, for example, the test bunch charge were 0.5
nC, it would have absorfxd 36 mJ in acquiring 72 MeV Upto
Vot= 200 cm, so about 138 mJ is still available. Thus the test
bunch could in principal acquire another 272 .MeV, for a
maximum ultimate energy of 374 MeV. However, as the test
bunch approaches this energy, beam loading will have de-
pleted the wake-field energy, and the acceleration gradient
will have fallen below the 56 MV/m value it experienced at
Vol= 200 cm. Thus the distance necessary to reach, say, 350
NleV will be greater than 6 m.

From the results shown in Figs. 9 and 10, it is apparent
that one should endeavor to eliminate driving bunches from
the system after their energy has decreased so much that they
begin to slip into an accelerating field. The consequence of
eliminating spent driving bunches has been examined by nu-
merically decoupling a driving bunch from the computation
before reaccelerafion can rake place. In Fig. 11, we show a
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FIG. 10. Energy spread of electrons in the test bunch at v~
=200 cm.
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FIG. 11. Energyof the test electrons w Vorfor two cases. The
doued Iirie is for the case descri~d in Figs. 8 and 9, but carried out
for a 200 cm long waveguide, where the bunches are left in the
sysrenl the entire length. The solid line is for the case where the,
drive bunches are eliminated after moving 100cm alongthe 200cm
long waveguide.

result obtained using a 200 cm long dielectric structure,
where the ten drive bunches are abruptly deflecled out after
traveling 100 cm. We find that the energy of the test particles
increases steadily to 155 MeV after traversing the system.
This compares favorably with what happens when one leaves
the drise bunches in for the full 200 cm, where the test
particles only reach an energy of 135 MeV. When drive
bunches decrease in energy so that particle speeds are sig-
nificant]y reduced below c, their wake fields will not remain
synchronized with the fields of the more energetic drive
bunches; the net wake field could lose its spatiotemporal
coherence. But, since stimulated wake-field emission is pro-
portional to the local net field of prior bunches, this will fall
rapidly once a driving bunch loses synchronism. Neverthe-
less. the reacceleration of drive bunches will drain wake-field
energy and diminish the accelerating field available for the
test bunch, as seen in Figs. 9 and 11. One cure for this is to
deflect away a drive bunch when its energy falls below a
certain limit, e.g., using a transverse magne~ic field that is
too small to deflect the orbit of the test electrons appreciably.
and then using a second magnet to correct the orbit of the
test bunch. We have run another case to show this, as de-
picted in Fig. 12, where six bunches are deflected out at z
=65 cm. The energy of the (initially) 30 MeV drive bunches
does not fall below 3 MeV, and the test electrons reach 126
,MeV at the end of the 200 cm long structure, for a mean
accelerating gradient of 48 MV/m. As in the prior example,
this value is seen to be more than six times the wake-field
amplitude 5.6 MV/m of a single bunch, showing again tha{ a
stronger wake field can & generated by a multibunch train,
than by a single bunch whose charge is equal to the total
charge of all bunches in the train.

Deflection of drive bunches when their energy falls, with-
75
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FIG. 12. History of the energy of drive bunches in a six bunch
train. when the bunches are eliminated at : =65 cm. me to~~
waveguide length is 200 cm, and the average accelerating wake

field produced is 42.5 ,MV/m.

out seriously affecting test bunches, will doubtiess require
careful design and corttrol of the deflecting fieId, and will
require slots in the dielectric waseguide for egress of spent
drive bunches. An altemali~-eis to allow drive bunches to
move rectilinearly. but to deflect the wake fields into a sec-
ond waveguide where the test bunch also moves rectilin-
early, a scheme that resembles one suggested in Ref. [12].
Either of these approaches lends itself to multistage accelera-
tion, in which achievement of energies of interest for high-
energy particle physics experiments is possible. In any case,
it is clear that collinear t&sport of drive bunches and test
bunches will impose limita~ionson the net acceleration one
can achieve with a wake-field accelerator, as others ha~e
akeady concluded [9].

v. DISCUSSION

The modeI presented in this paper is admittedly a simpli-
fied one, in that it is% two-dimensional waveguide and a
bunched sheet beam that were discussed and analyzed.
Clearly a practical arrangement will be three-dimensional,
utilizing either a dielectric-lined cylindrical waveguide or a
rectangular waveguide containing one or two dielectric slabs.
The analysis should be extended to these cases to examine
their potential for producing wake fields simik to those de-
scribed in this paper. Preliminary study [13] of dispersion in
a cylindrical dielectric-lined wa~eguide has shown that
eigenmodes with phase vekities close to c will have mini-
mum deviations in eigenfrequency spacing that are some-
what more than double the deviations for planar waveguide
[cf. Fig. 3(a)]. But cylindrical waveguides may not allow
transformer ratios as high as those found in this paper, since
radiated wake field energy musi fill a larger volume propor-
tionally than for the two-dimensional case. The possibility of
employing ad~anced materials with dielectric constant K

..
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greater than 10 should also be examined since, for short driv-
ing bunch Iengths, higher ~ restdts in sharper wake-field
peaks. It also may be that a multilayer dielectric liner could
be used to introduce compensation for the dispersion of a
single-layered liner, but preliminary study of this question
has so far yielded inconclusive results.

Significant wake-field power flow has been found for the
train of ten driving bunches, namely, 19.4 MWfmm. The
corresponding value for a cylindrical waveguide could ex-
ceed 100 MW, in about a dozen ~. modes ranging in
frequency from 2.8S6 to perhaps 50 GHz, and in a pulse
about 10 nsec long. Comparable power and puke width with
such a spectrum cannot be obtained from a conventional rf
source, without a complex system for ptdse compression and
harmonic multiplication. But a limitation exists in IX?ak and
average power capability for a dielectric waveguide, on ac-
count of dielectric breakdown and bulk heating from volu-
metric losses.

Transverse wake fields have not been addressed in the
analysis “presented here. But recently, it was shown that these
vanish in ideal planar geometry as y-+= [14]. For dielectric-
Iined cylindrical waveguides, transverse fields from a single
driving bunch have been examined [3,4]; it was found that
these can be weaker than in traditional disk-!oadd
waveguides. Nevertheless, transverse wake fields will need
to be analyzed for S-WAC to determine how they buildup in
a rnuhiburrch train, and how they influence beam stability.

Another assumption underlying the calculation is that
wake fields continue to travel with the speed of the 30 MeV
particles, even when a drive bunch is significantly deceler-
ated. In view of the highly relativistic motion and the finite

length (100 cm) along the first part of the system, t.hk is a
good assumption until tie drive bunch energy has been re-
duced below a fewMeV,asdiscussedabove.Additionally,it
would be necessary to incIude a variabie structure factor
h{f~) [see Eq. (16)] to account for distortions in bunch dis-
tribution when severe energy depletion sets in. On the other
hand, accelerated partic!es always travel very close to c and,
by @e time 200 cm has been reached, the accelerated elec-
trons ~ave not slipped significandy ahead of an accelerating
wake-field pulse. Extension of the theory to include beam
loading by a test bunch is necessary to obtain accurate accel-
eration lengths. Itwill also be necessw to examine means to
deflect away either the spent driving bunches, or to diffract
away the wake field, once the driving bunches begin to slip.
These improvements to the theory are needed to allow opti-
mization of strong multibunch wake fields, with acceleration
of one or more test bunches. BULthe above limitations not-
withstanding, it seems reasonable to expect that the simpli-
fied calculations presented in this paper can provide an ad-
equate guide for further detailed calculations, and ultimately
for the design of a convincing proof-of-principal “two-
beam” stimulated dielectric wake-field accelerator experi-
ment.
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A Cerenkov Source of High-Power
Picosecond Pulsed Microwaves

T.-B. Zhang, T. C. Marshall, and J. L. Hirshfield

AMract- One or more electron bunches passing aIong the
axis of a diekctric-tined cylindrical waveguideare shown to emit
picosecond pukes of high-power broad-band microwave radi-
ation. The bunches can be genemted by an S-band RF w
and thus spaced from one another by 10.5 cm in a macroputse
sequence+ or a single more intense bunch can be genesated
using a Iaser-i.lluminated photocathode iss the RF gun. Theory
is develo@ for the excitation Of TMo~ modes of this waveguide
which propagate at the bunch velocity from Cerenkov radia-
tion emitted by a single intense bunch. A train of picosecond
coherent wakefield pulses is shown to follow the bunch, when
the wave@de modes have nearly constant spacing in frequency.
An example is shown for an SSJumina-lined waveguide with 10-nC
3-15+ bunch= hatig an initial eneqg of 6 Mev. Computation
are presented of the mode spec$ntm of the radiation and its
time strtsctura It is also shown that measurements of the mode
spedrum, or of the energy loss of the bunch, can be used to infer
the axial density profiJe of the bunch. Certain f=tures of the
theory are compati WM3the results of a preliminary experiment

Zn&x Term.r-Cereukov effecq diekctric-h?d waveguidq elee-
tron beam, high-power wake field.

I. L\TttODUCTION

I F HIGH-ENERGY electrons pass along a channel
traversing a dielectric medium, coherent millimeter and

microwave radiation cars be produced by the Cerenkov effec~
if tke electron speed is greter than the phase velocity of
the waves [1]–(41. When the ekctxons are in a continuous
beam, linearized analysis for the fields and the self-consistent
motion of the particles leads to a dispersion relation which
predicts exponential growth or decay of the waves. For the
nonlinar regime of particle trapping, the phase relationship
between the waves and the particles will either allow the
extraction of enerav from the electrons and emission of
radiation, or the acceleration of the pticles [5.], [8]. In
previous analyses of tAis problem, the electron stream has
been initially unbunched, and the radiation occurred at a
discrete frequency given approximately by the intersection
of the electron beam dispassion line (U = l?ck, ) with the
dielectric-loaded waveguide line. However, as we shall show
in this paper, if the beam consists of a single short bunch of
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electrons, or a succession of such bunches, then many mcdes
of tie structure can be excited simultaneously. By proper

choice of waveguide dimensions and dielectric constanL we

find that these modes can be phased so as to constructively
intefiere to produce a distinctive sharply pulsed Cerenkov
wakefield which trails the particles as they move along
the axis of the channel in the dielectric [6]. This Cererdcov
wakefield, which here is embcdied in the TMti modes of
the structure, has a short-pulse (picosecond) time signature
and megawatt-level peak power for available experimental
conditions. The efficiency of this high-power microwave
source depends on the waveguide geometry, length, bunch
enero~, tid bunch size. in the example discussed below, 20%
of the electron bunch energy is converted into radiation for the
parameters chosen; this percentage increases as the length of
the interaction increases. Broad-band picosecond microwave
and millimeter-wave radiation may have applications in remote
sensing and spectroscopy. Conversely, measurements of the
radiated spectrum and/or bunch energy loss in a selected
dielectric wave=tide segment may be used to infer the axial
bunch lena@t.

In what follows, we analyze a system depicted in Fig. 1
which consists of the following elements. A thermonic or
photoelectric cathode RF electron gun is taken as the source
of the electron bunch or bunches. Such an RF gun is typically
powered by a conventional microwave source (e.g., a klystron)

which provides 5-1s) MW of L- or S-band power. ‘17is -a
will, at the crest of the RF fiel~ emit pulses of electrons
about 3-9 ps (1-3 mm) in length which are spaced apart by
the RF period (10.5 cm for the S-band case). The energy of -
the electrons can be as high as 6 MeV for a 2-lI2 cell RF
gun, as confirmed in experimental tests in the Yale Beam
Physics laboratory [7]. The S-band source cart be pulsed
at up to several hundred hertz, with a macropulse length of
several microseconds. The stream of electron pukes provided
by this gun (witi suitable downstream focusing elements) is
directed down the axis of a hollow dielectric cy!inder, with
outer radius R and imer radius a, coated on its outside with
a conducting layer. The waveguide modes of this structure
which readily interact with the on-axis electrons are of the
TMti class. For simplicity in what follows, we shall assume
the waves to move ordy along the device in the dmtion of
the electron flow, e.g., there is no counter-traveling wave from
reflections. Spent electrons ean be deflected and colkcti at $ ~
the end of the system. The axial phase velocity of the waves

nearly equals the speed of ligh~ so the radiation presumably

an be coupled into free space using a gentle uptaper in the

0393-3813f9ai0.00 @ @98 rEEE
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Fig. 1. Schematic for a Cerenkovwakefieldwide-band tiation system. The dielectric-bed wavegukk is used for wakefieldgcoerdon. The mdii of
waveguide and empty hole are R and a, respectively.

imer and outer waveguide radii. However, discussion of this
tapered waveguicie and the resulting ra~lation pattern in he
space is beyond the scope of this paper.

In Section II we present the wakefield theory in such a
cylindrical wave=-ide lined with a thick shell of alumina.
Alumina has excellent vacuum and mechanical properties, a
high relative dielectric constant (+9-10) and low loss. It is a
ceramic which can be fabricated into the geometry we have
chosen, coated on its interior to avoid charge buildup, and
metalized on its exterior to provide a good outer conducting
wall. In Section III, we present computational results under
typical conditions for a single injected electron bunch having
a charge of 10 nC that will be seen to excite fields with up
to 3.3-MW @ power. Wakefield radial and axial electric
field patterns, temporal power histories and mode amplitudes
are presented. It is pointed out that measurement of the mode
spectrum can be used to infer the axial bunchprofile,andthat
measurementof theenergylossof a bunchcanbe usedto
infertheeffectivebunchlength.InSectionIV, wedescribea
pretiary experiznentin whicha spectrumof modeswas
excited in a dielectric-lined cykdrka.1 waveguide, using a
@O-keV unbunch.dbeam;theobservedmodefrequenciesare
comparedwithfrequenciescalculatedusingthetheorygivenin
SectionII. InSection V, results of the paper are summarized.

m WAKEFELD THEORYANm RADIATIONMODES

The model analyzed here is a cylindrical waveguide, consist-
ing of dielectric material with an axisymmetic hole; the outer
surface of the cylinder is coated with a low-loss conductor.
The dielectric constant n is assumed to be independent of
frequency. The geometry is depicted in Fig. 1. Electrons are in-
jected along the z axis in discrete axisymmetric bunches, with
charge density given by p(r, z, t) = -lVe(l/2zr)J(r)~(z –
vt), where e is the maatitude of the electron charge, N is
the total charge number in the bunch 6(r) is tAe transverse

charge distribution, assumed to be of infinitesimal width in r,
and ~(z – vt) is the longitudinal charge distribution for bunch
particlesmovingataxialspeedv.Forthisgeometry,orthonor-
malwavefunctionscanbefoundfortheelectromagneticfields
thatseparateintoTE andTM classes.OrdytheTM modes
haveanaxialelectricfield thesearethemodesconsiderd
here- Forthegeometryshownin Fig.1, conditionscanbe
foundwhered] TMmodeshavephasevelocitiesequaltoW,
correspondingto walcefieldsthatmovein synchronismwith
theelectronbunches.Thefieldcomponentsforthecomplete
orthonormal TM mode set are given by

where

z=~ fro(r)
E.(r, z,t) = ~ve-Wmz”/V

m=o

fro(r) = 1
~O(~2m,R 4

{

~ I’o(~2m,R, ~)lo(klmr), O< r < a
Po(kz~,R, r)h(klma), os rs R

and% =z-vt

where
1

gin(r) = ~o(~2m, R, a)

x
{

Tl?o(kh, R, a)~l(klmr),’ OS r < a
-@l(kh, R, r)k(klma), a S r < R

and

He(r, z, t)
(

1, 0<r5a
=c/3EJr, z,t) ~, a<r <R.

--

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

AS we will see later, the field amplitude Em is expressed
by the product of the Cotdombfieldanda structurefactor
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that depends on the electron bunch size. In the above equa-
tions, F’o(k, 12,r) = Jo(k17)lVo(kr) - JO(kr)NO(k13) and
Pl(k, R, r) = .Jo(kR)Nl(kr) - JUNO; Jm(z) and
N~(z) &e mth order Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds, and 1*(z) is the modified BesseI function; a and R are
radii of the central vacuum ho~eand the outer waveguide wall,
respectively. The normalizing constant is found to be

[()(R* P1(k2m, R,R) 2 _ ~
x—

a P1(k2~, R, a) )

where /3 = U/~ T = (1 – ~2)-1/2, and ~~ = (@2 - 1)-1/2.
Tle (evanescent) transverse wavenumber in the vacuum is
k~m; the (real) mansverse wavenumber in the dielectric is Jmm,
and kl~ = w~ / cD7 = k2m~%/~. The eigenfrequencies are
w~ = c~-jkl~ = co-yskzn. Since all TM modes have phase
velocities equal to u, we also have w~ = c/3kZ,~. For the
fields given by (1)-(5), orthonormalization obtains in the form

!

R
drrE.,~D~.

o

6
(22

= ~n
m

EOEJ3. exp[-izO(tim – u.) Iv] (6)

where D;,n = ~E~,n = K.EOE:,. in the dielecrnc and D;,n =
~OE~,min the vacuumhole. The dispersion relation is found
to be

Il(kl(z) = + .lo(k2R)lV1(k2a) – J1(k2a)No(k2R)——
Io(kla) kz Jo(k2R)No(k2a) – JO(k2a)No(k2R).

(7)

It is noted that one can have eigenfrequencies with nmly
periodic spacing, since kz*(R - a) ~ (n -i- l/2)m as K -

CQ. As m ~ cm, the asymptotic eigenfrequency spacing
approaches Au = XCB((R – a) ~~]-1. The wakeiieM
is more strongly peaked and more closely periodic in ZOas
the eigenfrequencies become more nearly periodic, i.e., as a

higher vahe of K is used.

To find wakefields induced by an electron bunch, one
expands in orthonormal modes the solution of the inhomo-
geneous wave equation

with the source function S.(r, z, t) = PO%+ ~ ~, where the
) = vp(r,z, t),z-component of the current density is j= (r, z, t

and whereS. (r, z,t) = Oforr ~ a. A completesolutioncan
~ constructedfromfieldsasgivenin(1)-(5),sincetheseare
solutionsof (8) wi~S. (r, z, t) = O everywhere. We expand
the solution of (8) in the interval O S r < R in a Fourier
integral

E=(r, z, t) = ~o&f~(r)/@ dkA~(k)e-i’z” (9)
-m
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Inserting (9) into (8) and multiplying both sides by

W(r)%,n(rt z! ~) Siv=

1

/

R

- Am(k) =
27ram (N - w~/7J*) ()

r’ dr’

/

00
x dz~S.(r’, z~)~(r’)~m(r’)tu(r’) eikz: (10)

-m

where the weighting factor is w(r) = [-72,?:] in the intervals
[(0 < r < a), (a ~ r < R)], respectively. Then, integrating
over k, with due regard for choice of tie contour of integration
consistent with causa.l$y, and invoking (6) yields

E. (r, z, t)

= 5JRr’dr’~:dz~S. (r’, zj)G~(r, zO;r’, z:) (11)

‘&)iswhere the Green’s funcaon G~ (r, ZO;~ , 0

Gm(r,z.; r’, z;)
–iutc(r’)

= 2w.ama
w(r’)~m(r’)~m(r) e-~~-’z”-z~liv- (12)

For a rectangular bunch p(r, z, t) = -Ne(l/27w)6(r)/Az
in the interval 20 –Az/2 < z < zO+Az/2, and p(r, z, t) = O
otherwise, one finds for the spontaneous wakefield the result

While for a Gaussian bunch p(r, z, t)=
Ned(r) . -

-a exp[-(zo/

AZ)2}, one fin&

Ln(13)and(14),E. = –Ne/4xe0 a2 is ~ Coulomb field of
the bunch at the edge of the hole, and causali~ dictates that
the results are valid only behind the bunch, i.e., for ZO< O;
ahead of the bunch the fields are of course zero..

Equation (7) has been evaluated for a waveguide with a =
0.128 cm, R = 1.0 cm, and E = 10.0. A relative dielecrnc

constant of K = 10.0 is close to the value of 9.6 for alumina.
it is assumed that K is independent of tl-quency. The phase
velocity of all the TM modes corresponds to the sped of an

electron bunchwith7 = 13,i.e.,0.99704c.Fig.2 showsthe
eigem~e fquencim for~s CWIUof parameters. For this

case, the first frequency interval (q – u1)/z7r = 5.32 G~,
while the asymptotic internal Au/27r is 5.71 GHz- It is thus

sesn that conditions can be found where tie” ~genmaks. all
have equal phw velocities with nearly equal eigenfnquency

spacings. The maximum deviation in frequency interval for
the example shown in Fig. 2 is 6.8%, about double the value
found for planar geometry [6].
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Fig. 3. i%xialektric field mmpnem of wakefieldradiation from a 1O-OC
6-MeV l-mm-long Gaussianbunch at ttx instantthe bunch has traveled 30
CMleft to right in tie cyIindticat waveguide, plated as a function of tiat
coordinate.

III. POWER OLX?UT A.. =D STRUCTURE
The theoretical results of Section II were evaluated numer-

ically for comparison with wakefield experiments conducted
at Argome National Laboratory [8]. Good a=gt.ement was
obtained for the wakefield stntcture, intensity, and mode
frequencies. In this case, only the first few modes make
significant contributions, as also noted by the Argome group.

The detailed computations presented in this section are
mostly for a Gaussian bunch of 1.O-trtmlength, but other bunch
sizes are also taken for evaluations of the mode spectrum and
energy loss. The wakefield structure is examined for a total
charge of 10 nC, although the results w be scaled in d~t
proponion to the total charge (so long as the bunch energy loss
is not so great as to si.tificantly reduce the bunch velocity).
It is seen from Fig. 2 tha~ for this example, consideration of
only the fit few modes would give an incomplete picture of
the wakefield structure. Therefore, the wakefield is computed
here by including modes up to m = 50 in the sum in (14),
even though mcxies with tie higher indices will make smaller
contributions. For Q = 10 nC, the Coulomb field E. =
54.93 Mv/m. llte computed spontaneous wakefield pattern
of a singie bunch is shown in Fig. 3 for O s ZO < 30 cn
i.e., at the instant that the bunch has traveled 30 cm into
thewaveguide. The wakefield peaks are seen generally to
ahemate in sign, to each be relatively concentrated in zO, and

-15 —______ ___

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
r/R

Fig. 4. RadM distribution of axial electric field at severat axiat locations
wirhin the fit half wakefield period behind the bunch, a! the instant the
bunch has haveled 30 cm lefr to righ! for the exantp[e in Fig. 3. It is seen
tbac the ti+d maximum at points behind the bunch advances outwards fimm
the axis toward the wafl, where it is reflested with a reversal in polarity, and
then advances back toward the axis. This ‘“conicat” field pattetn for guided
Ccrenkov radiation is reminiscent of that for unguided Cerenkov radiatioo
where of course no wall retleetion occurs.

to have a period of 10.5 cm, corresponding to the vacuum
wavelength at 2.856 GHz, i.e., half the asymptotic kcprency
interval Au/27r. The peak values of E= for the first wake
at the bunch and at 5.2 cm behind the bunch aze +20.5 I and
– 19.40 MV/m, and later wakes develop seconday oscillations
and are somewhat smaller. The waveguide lene@ chosen is to
rdlow a moderate 20% energy loss from the bunch, as will be
discussed below, The radial disrnbution of axial electzic field
at different axial locations within the first haIf wake pericxi is
shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows that when the electron
bunch passes through the waveguide, the emitted radiation
travels in a puIse moving at an angIe witi the waveguide
axis until it reflects from the wall and heads back to the axis,
forming a radiation cone reminiscent of a Cerenkov cone in
free space. This reflection of the pulse from the wall back to
the axis repeats pet-iodicaIIy and is responsible for the periodic
sharp peaks in axial wakefield shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 shows the instantaneous (time-dependent) power

structure, computed as

It is noted that terms with m # n contribute to the instanta-
neous power and are responsible for the sharp spikes in Fig. 5.
In the time-averaged power, only terms with m = n conrnbute.
For this example, the @ power is 3.3 MW and the average
power is 1.23 NfW. Fig. 5(a) shows the full instantaneous
power pulse, which occupies a time duration of 1 ns. Fig. 5(I3)
shows an expanded plot of the sharp power spike near the
center of the pulse, indicating the 3.3-MW peak with a width
of 3 ps. Such unusual high-power picosecond pulses could find
application in timedependent spectroscopy or remote sensing.

The mode spectrum of the radiation is sensitive to the
bunch length and profile. Shown in Fig. 6 is the wakefield
mode specrrum for a Gaussian bunch with a total charge
–Ne = Q= -10 nC, for several bunch lengths Az = 1, Z

and 3 mm. If the bunch length is increased the mode spectrum
r, 80
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Fig. 6. Waketield FOWerspectrum for three axiat bunch Ieng& for 10-nC
&MeV Gaussian bunches.

narrows, with dirninishd amplitudes for the higher frequency
modes. Also, the narrower the bandwid~ the Iess diekxxric
dispersion (neglected here) will matter. The strong dependen~
of the width of the mode specuum on burteh length could
be the basis for a pil.ssive, nonintercepting diagnostic tool for
monitoring bunch size for relativistic electron beams. Profiles
with non-Gaussian shapes will have different mode spectra.

Now we turn to considerations of energy loss by the bunch.
The rate of energy accumulation with distance in wakefields

behind the bunch ~/rfz is given by integrating the fieId
energy density over the waveguide cross section, thus leading
to the following relation:

~= :$o~’r d8~Rrd,{~(r]
.

1}x (E~,m + ‘~,m + POHi,rn

{/

SOE:T.R2‘. h2(<~) 1
=

2 x —~. = l$(klrnr)r dr~g
m.o

a

+(1 +p#
/R2 o

l~(klmr-)rdr

( )[/Io(k@)21 R
+fi

P(j(k~m, R, a)
P&k2m, R, r)r drS=

2’

+ (1+ K&)* J 1}

P;(k2m,R, r}rdr . (16)
a

The source current and charge distributions in (8) are assumed
to remain constant during the interaction. If no~ the individual
mode amplitudes must be adjusted iteratively; this amounts
to introduction of a z-dependent structure factor h(~~) in
equations such as (13) and (14). For the rectangular bunch, the
structure factor h(~~) = (sin <~1~~ )2; and for the Gaussian
bunch, h(<’) = exp(-<~), with <m = U~Azi2u. For the
parameters chosen and Q = 10 nC, (16) gives dW/dz =
4.01 x 10-2 Jim. Equating dTV/dz to the energy loss rate

Q&.g give E~r.g= 4.01 MV/m for a single bunch. This
drag fieId will slow down the 6-MeV bunch to 4.80 MeV

within 30 cm. For this example, the efficiency for transfer of
bunch kinetic energy into radiation energy is seen to be 20%,
If the waveguide were to extend to 100 cm in lengt& this drag
field would @msfer 4 MeV of beam energy into wakefield
radiation, giving an efficiency of 67%. Larger energy loss by
the bunch will result in reduction in the phase velocities of
the wakefield modes that are excited, with a corresponding
change in the wakefield pattern.

Measurement of the energy loss of a bunch traversing
such a dielectric waveguide can also be used as a bunch
length diagnostic, if the total bunch charge is known. This
is illustrated in Fig. 7, which for a 10-nC Gaussian bunch
shows the energy loss in traversing a 30-crn length of dielectric
waveguide as a function of the bunch width Az. It is seen

that energy loss is a strongly decreasing fimction of increasing
bunch length. This diagnostic method could W more =ily
implemented than the measurement of radiation spclmnl
since the latter requizes careful calibration of the detectors over
a wide flequency range, while the former requires lmowIedge
of only the bunch energy before and after traversing the
dielectric waveguide. Of course, the spectrum can in ptincipal
be inverted to give the actual axial bunch profile, rather than
ordy the effective width.

IV. ANEXPERNENTAL TESTOF ‘CERTAIN
~ OF THIS THEORY

A preliminaryexperimentwas tied out to excite
Ceretiovradiationin a cylindricaltubemadeof durnin~

81
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Fig. 7. Energy loss by Cerenkov radiation as a function of axial bunch length
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ALUMiNA TU8E IN
COPPER WAWSIJIX
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CA1-t+ca ANODE BEAMST@”
Fig. 8. Schemadc of an ex~ent demonstrating wakefieid generation in
an alumina-ioatkd cyiindrieai waveguide. An ittitiaity uobunched beaxn waa
used in this experiment. but the obserwd intense radiadon suggests rhat strong
bunching of beam dewelqed during its passage along the waveguide,

using art unbunched beam. The schematic of the experiment
is shown in 13g. 8. The shun.ina tube has an outer diameter of
32 mm and fits into a copper pipe having an inner diameter of
33 mm; the axial hole through the alumina cylinder is 9 mm
in diameter. The alumina cylinder is 110 cm long, and the
electron beam is passed along a length of 85 cm before
it is deflected to the wall by distorting the guide ma=metic
field using art iron ‘%eam stop.” An otherwise uniform guide
magnetic field of approximately 0.9 T is pro%ided for electron
beam guiding and focusing. The electron beam has a diameter
of about 3 mm and carries a current of about 100A. The beam
is extracted horn a cold-cathode diode made of graphite, which
field-emits when a 600-kV negative pulse is applied to the
cathode. Only a srmdl portion of the emitted current is passed
through an aperture in the anode, a procedure which has been
shown to improve the beam quality [9]. Tbe diode is attached
to a pulse-line accelerator, which applies a 150-ns pulse of
high voltage to the catlmde. A pressure below 10-6 torr is
obtained in the diode and in the bole through which the bean
propagates. Radiation exits the waveguide into air through
a plexiglass window which is cemented onto the end of the
alumina cylinder.

Radiation was initially picked up by several detectors con-
nected to sections of waveguide used as high-pass filkrs.

o~
31 27 23

Frequency (GEtx)

fig. 9. Power s~uum of the ernirted wakefield radiation observed in rhe
experiment shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE 1
COMPARISONOFTHEownc,w mm ~?ti MODEFi@umms

The strongest signals were obtained at S-band, for which
the ml mode should match the eiectron speed (0.97c) at
2.9 GHz. From the geometry of the system and the calibration
of the detectors, it is estimated that megawatt levels of
radiation were observed for pulses lasting <100 ns. However,
it was found that the radiated @wer could be propagated in
X- and K-band waveguides as well This suggested that higher
modes were being excited, so a quasi-optical grating spec-
trometer was installed to study the spectrum of tie radiation
at wavelengths shorter than 12 mm [10]. An example of this
spectmrn is shown in Fig. 9. The horizontal axis is labeled in
frequency units, with tbe frequencies of the peaks indicated;
the spectrometer was calibrated against a 24-GHz source.
The data points reflect averages witi’ a standard deviation of
roughly 30%. In addition to the peak frequencies indicated on
this 6=-, another pe& of radiation was observed at 39 GI-k
but very little beyond 40 GHz. The spacingof themodesis
seen to be abeut 4 GHz.

Ln Table I we compare the observed peak frequencies radi-
ated versus the mode frapencies predicted from the dispersion
relation (7) of Section II using a dielectric coefficient of 10 for
alumina. The frequency spacing predicted was about 4.3 GI@
and the mode number is also indicated. The themy appears to
be in relatively good agreement with the experimental results
for the mode fi-equencies.

It is not unreasonable to ask why this system should radiate
high power at the discrete frequerieie3”%predicted by theory,
since the beam is initially unbuncbed whereas the theory is
appropriate to either one bunch or to a sequence of buncbes.
We point out that the obsenwd level of power radiated cannot
be explained without the presence of considerable bunching.
Evidently a linear beam Cererrkov instability is present that
leads to rapid bunching. While the bunching is probably not

a-.
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nearly so dis[inct as used in the theoty, it is apparently enough

to excite intense power in a mode spectrum up to rn x 9.
Indeed, a mn~y reported freewkctron laser experiment has

found direct evi&nce of tight spatial beam bunching when
the emitted power reaches saturation [11). Thus it seems
reasonable to compare the results of this experiment with the
theory of Section II, but we emphasize that this experiment
does not check other features of this ‘Aeory. such as the
wakefield spati~ s~ctwe or the time structure of the emitted
power.

v. CONCLUSION

By exciting a dielectric-loaded waveguide system with
short bunches of electrons, theory predicts that high-power
microwave pulses of Cerenkov radiatiort are emitted with
picosecond-scale time variations. This occurs because the short
bunches excite a highly localized wakefield which trails the
electron bunch in the wave=wide. The wakefield is made
possibIe by the coherent supposition of many discrete TM
waveguide modes. We have studied the example of a 6-MeV
10-nC bunch, which can be obtained from a conventional RF
gun driven by a high-power pulsed klysu-on at 2.856 CiHz.
The example showed that 20% of the kinetic energy in the
pulse can be converted into radiation, with up to 3.3-MVVpeak
power having width of a few picosecond. This is achieved
using a short section of waveguide, and only a single bunch

is analyzed. When more than one bunch is present in the
wavea~ide, much higher radiation power may be reached. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that this approach to the
generation of picosecond megawatt-level microwave power
has been discussed. This radiation could find applications in
material studies or remote sensing. Diagnostic methods to
determine the axial bunch profile or the effective axial bunch
width are also suggested by the theory. We have not @alt
with the problem of exmaction of the power pulse from the
dielecrnc waveguide into free space, for actual application of
the power.

A preliminary experiment has also been descrikesl using an
initially unbunched beam. The beam was found to be capable
of exciting some of the waveemide modes with eigenfrequen-
cies close to those calculated for the dielectric waveawide.
The observation of high-power output suggests that the beam

becomes bunched, although probably not as highly bunched
as in the case we analyzethat uses picosecond bunches.
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Abstract. I’hory is presented for excitation of hybrid electrkkmgnetic (HEM) wake-field modes
by pssage of an electrondrive bunch in a dielectric-lined cylindrical waveguide. l%e drive bunch is
moving parallel to the waveguide axis, but is &placed by a radial increment ro. Knowledge of the

amplitudes of all HEM modes allows calculation of the transverse firms on a bunchor bunchesthat
followthedisplaceddrivebunch.Approximateformulaeforthetransverseforcesonatrailingbuncham
givemvalidinthebit of smallro. These transverse forces can lead to beam instability, if cumulative

transverse motion is significant on the time-scale of passage of the bunch through the accelerator
module. Constructive interference can be present amongst TM~ monopole modes that produce highly-

peaked spatiotempwdly-locdized axial wake-fields, with @ fields at ti locations of trailing bunches
in a multi-bunch train. In this case, the spectrum of dipole (and higher order) HEIU rndes may not
enjoy the same degree of constructive interefemmce, and may not have the same axial periodicity as the
monopole modes. Further analytical and computational study is needed to determine the limitations that
transverse wake fields may impose on a multi-buxxhdielecti wake-fieldaccelerator.

lNTRODU~TION

Elsewherein thisvolume, Marshall,Zhang andHirshfield (1) present analysis
for theaxisymmetricwake fields inducedby a txainof drive bunchesmoving along the
axis of a dielectric-linedcylindricalwaveguide. Formulationof wake field theory for
this structureis carried out for cases where many~~TM~ waveguide modes can
participatein wake-field formation. The waveguide is designedso that, with phase
velocities equalto thebunchvelocity andto one another,the excitedmodes have nearly
equally-spacedeigenfkquencies. This leads to a strongiy-peakedspatiotemporal
superpositionof manycupropagatingwaveguide modes, resultingin a net wake-field
amplitudethatcanbe muchlarger thanthe amplitudesof individualmodes. When the
nearly periodic highly-peakedwake-fields have the same period as the bunches,
constructive interferenceoccurs between fields from successive bunches, so that
strongerwake-fieldsarestimulatedthanwouldbe thecasefor a bunchnot influencedby
synchroriousfields from bunchesahead of it. These considerationslead to a new
approachto dielectricwake-fieldaccelerators,in which a trainof modezate<hargedrive
bunchesis used to build up a strong cumulative wake field that can provide high-
gradient acceleration for a following test bunch. In an example discussed in (1), an
unloaded acceleration gradient of 133 MV/m is predic@ using three 2 nC drive bunches
in an appropriately-designed dielectric-lined waveguide.
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But oneconcern,aswith any acceleratingstructur~is orbit instabilitydrivenby
transverse forces that arise from non-axisymmetricexcitations. That concern is
addressedin thispaper, in which theory is cIeveIopedfor excitation of hybrid HEM
modes excited by a non-axisymmetric bunch, or train of such bunches. Theories along
this line have been developed heretofor~, including those by Rosing and Gai (2), and by
Ng (3), but thes authors do not agree with one another on some important issues. These
prior theories are not based on expansion of the wave equation in a sequence of
ofionormal waveguide modes, so their treatment of multi-mode, multi-bunch effects
may be more cumbersome than by use of the normal-mode expansion method that is
expounded in this paper. Here we present an outline of the theory, leading to compad
formulae for the transverse force on a test bunch that follows behind an non-
axisymm@ic drive bunch. This result can easily be genemlized to a train of drive
bunches, under conditions where the wake-fields interke constructively. The purpose
of this work is to provide the theoretiud tiamework to allow scrutiny of beam instability
driven by off-axis excursions of the drive bunches, especially for the case of a
synchronous multi-bunch train.

TRANSVERSE WAKEFIELD THEORY

The modelanalyzedhere is a cylindricalwavetzuide.consistingof a dielectric
cylinder with an axisy~metric hole, wkose outer sufiace is coated fith a low-loss
conductor. The dielectric cmstant K is assumedto be independentof frequency. Radii
of thecen&alvacuumholeandtheouterwaveguidewall are a and R, respectively. For
axisymmetric excitations from a bunch centered on the waveguide axis, orthonormal
wave functions can be found for the electromagnetic wake fields that separate into TE
and TM classes. However, the general solution with a non-axisymmetric source, such
as an off-axis bunch, does not so separate, and the orthonormal wave functions are
combination of TE and TM mode-s,often called hybrid electromagnetic ( HEM) modes.
The field solutions and dispersion relation (but not the orthogonality relation) were
obtained by Chang and Dawson (4). The eigenfunctions for the complele set of
orthonorrnal HEM modes in the hole and dielectric regions are given by

Ez,z(r,19,L)= P~(k2a)I~(klr)cosltl (1)

[

kl
Ee,i(r, e,kz} = –i= 1—Pi(kza)ll(klr) +~e1Q(k2a)Z~(k1r) sinle

kl klr

~z,z(r>e>kz)= e@(k2a)1z(k1r)sinJ9

[

1
BrJ(r,6,kZ)=i& P 1—Pi(k2a)11(k1r) + elQ (k2a)I~(k1r) sinl$

kl klr ..
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[

l?~,z(r,O,kz)= i% /?P1(k2fz)l~(klr) + el
kl 1.

4.lJ(kyz)z&r) COS26
klr

for O<r Sa, ~d

Ez,/(r~@kz) = ~/(kla)P/(k2r)cosl@

[ 1
Er,i(r,t?,kz) = -i: 11(k1a)P~(k2r) +&z ~I~(k1a)Q(k2r) cos/6

k2r

E&i(r, @jkz) = ii
[

1

1
—I1(kla)P1 (k2r) + ~e111(k1a)f2J(k2r) sin18

k2 k2r

m

(8)

(9)

~z,z(r~$tkz) = e#j(k1a)Q(k2r) sin zo (lo)

[
Br,i(r, @$Q = -i$ K/3~

1
ll(kla)P/(k2r) + eiIz(k1a)QJ(k2r) sinld

k2r
(11)

[ 1
Bo,l(r,$,kz) = -i: @Il(k1a)~(k2r) + el ~Iz(k1a)Q(k2r) COS16

k2r
(12)

‘. ::,% ,, ...

for a<r<R. All field components

‘(@-kZz) me transversewave number in the hole and the dielticpropagate as e .

regions are k? =k~ -k;, and k: = Kk; -k?, with k. = @/C;

P1(k2r) = Jf(k2R)iVz(k2r) - Nz(k2R)jl(k2r); Jl(x) and Nl(x) are l-thorder Bessel
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. I
t%nctions of the first and second kinds ll(x) is the modified Bessel function;

~(kzr) = Nj(k@)J~(k2r) - J~(k2R)Nz(&); P = kJ~z; el is a ~n~t w~~ r~t~

the field components Ez and Bz, i. e.,

“=-Z’(HM[-+X%W(13)

where .il = kla and X2= k2a.

The dispersion relation is

[

II(XJ + ~ P[(X2)

I

I’(xl) Qj(x2)

X111(X1) X25(X2) @f (xl)+ ~2W2)
]=M(*+-J (14)

The first brack~ represents T~ red%, while the second represents 27? modes. For
the axial symmetric modes 1= O, andtwo decouplq otherwisq they are coupled hybrid
HEAU modes with, in general, six interdependent non-zero field components in each
region. Eqs. 1-14 are all consistent with results obtained by Chang and Dawson (4).

We have cunfirmed by a detailed proof that a general orthogonality relation given
by Collins (5) is applicable for any cylindrical waveguide with perfectly conducting
walls and any number of annular dielectric layers, i. e.,

(15)

Eq. 15statesthatpower flow at each frequency occurs mode-by-mode, without mixing
between field components of different mods. The normahtion f%tor qm(co,~) is
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x2mx2m { 2 [:pl(x)l’};
cp,~ = + ‘~ dxx q (x)+

cQ,lm=*~Ax{a’(x)+[:Q(x)~};
2

‘PQ,hn = ~[QJ(Y2m)pl(Y2m) -QJ(x2m)pl(x2m)]; ‘lm=klma~ Xzm z k2ma ~d
Xzm

y2m = k2mR. The above integralsall reduceto standardforms, butwriting out the full
result would occupy more space than is justified. Prior analyses of dieltic-lined
cylindrical waveguides do not give an orthogonality proof or a normalization constant.

To find wake fields induced by an electron bunch, one expands in orthonormal
modes the solution of the inhomogeneous wave equations for Er and EO, namely

[v2-~aEr-$~-+Er=(17)

(18)

with the source functions Sr(r,t) = 4z@(r,t)/~r and Se(r,?)= 4z~p(r, t)/r6W.
Theseforms assume that the beam current is flowing in only in thez-directiory of course
S(r,f)=O for r >a. A complete solution can be constructed from fields as given in
Eq.1-12, since these are solutions of Eq.17 and Eq.18 with S(r,t) = O everywhere. To
proceed, we expand the solutions of Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 in the interval Os rs R in a
Fourier integral.

I Inserting Eq. 19 into Eqs. 17 and 18, multiplying Eq. 17 by
i(~’z-~’f) ~d Eq. 18 by Br,l’n “

B~,l’n(r, k’,d)cosl’Oe * ( k’,ti.Y)sinZ’@ei{k’z-o’r), then

combining the two equations, taking the integml over d3rdt and invoking the
orthogonality relation Eq. 15, yields for the Fourier amplitude the result



.

Ah(k, a))=
-1

47r2a~(kz - k%)

—m

(20)

For the balance of this paper, we specialize to the case of a. point charge
displaced bm the axis by an increment r., so that the charge density is given by

p(r,t) = Qo(l / r) c$(r– ro) 3(0) 6(z - w). In this instan~ we lind for the radial electric
field

w-

E7(r,t) = ~ ~~m l?r,lm(r,km)cosl$e-ik~z”. (21)
1=0 m=l

where ZO= z – vt. The amplitude of all the field components (see Eqs. 1-12) is given
by

+12zQ0 a2
Ah = — blm(ro,km) (22)

a a~m
where

blm(ro, km)

[

id
( )1 +’

1 1.(23)
= — —B~,lm rykm ~ B~,zm(rO,kZm) - ~B:,zm(ro,km)

km Jr r=r.

This result, Eqs. 21-23, togethex with the other five field components,
constitutes a complete formal solution for all the wake-field modes excited by a point
charge moving with an axial velocity v, and displaced fkom the axis of the waveguide
by a mdial ina%ment r..

For judging beam stability, one begins by calculating the transverse forces on a
bunch with charge q that follows a drive bunch whose wake-fields are given above.
The results are

Fr(r,t) = q[Er(r,t) -~BO(r,t)]
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s

F~(r,t) = q[E@(r,t) +@?,(r,t)]

= -~: ~A1mPl(k2ma)&Ii(k1mr) sti10stikm,o ’25)
~ 1=0 m=j

The full significance of these results cannot be known without numerical
computations using parameters for dielectric wakefield accelerators of interest. These
computations are beyond the scope of this paper. However, some insight into the
results can be inferred by considering the limit of a small radial displacement r. for the
drive bunch, and small displacements r for a following test bunch. If one inserts Eqs.5
and 6 for the eigemnodes Br,h and Be,zm in Eq.23, and expands the result for small
beam displacement, one has

;-[(l+2)~P1(k2ma) -leiQ1(k2ma)](k1mro/2)Zbhl(ro,km) = – (26)

This allows an estimateto be madeof theforcesassociatedwith eachazimuthalorder of
the HEi!4h eigenmodes. Thus, for 1= O, where the eigmmode is add.ly~~om, One
has to lowest order in r. the results

m

~r,ont(r!t) = ~. ~Com(~lm~/Q)Sin(kZm%) (27)
nl=l

and
where,

F6,0m(r,t)= O (28)

One notes thatEq. 27 does not dependupon r., and that, mode-by-mode, the radial
force is a quarter-cyclein ~ out of phasewith the axial electricfiel~ which varies as

COSkmzo . However, the train of drive bunchesin the multi-bunchdielectricwake-field
acceleratorarespacedby a fidl cycle in Z., andthebunchto be acceleratedis spacedby
a half-cycle fromthelastdrivebunch.Thus,one canconcludethat,to lowest order, the
radialforce fromthe TMom modes of a slightly displaced driving bunch will not be felt
by following bunches. .

The radialandazimuthalforcesfor 1>1, for smalldisplacementr. of thedrive
bunch,andfor smalldeviationsr of the test bunch from the axis, are

,.

and
= “ (W&Tcos’es‘2’)Fr(r,t) = Fo~ ~Cjm

1=1 m=l
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where ....... ...... .-.

()1 a2 ‘z(k2ma) [(1+ 2)/3Pi(~2ma)--% Q&za)l.——clm=4y c%~m(2-1) !(1+1)!

Clearly, the largestcomponentsare those for 1=1, where both forces are independent
of r and linearly prOpOrtiOIXd to r.. ‘The degree to which the transversedipole modes

Eh??Allmpropagatesynchronouslywith one anotherdepends upon the wavenumber
spectrumfor the km for/= 1. The degree to which transverse dipole forces aci at the
locations of drive or test bunches depends upon the simikirity of the wavenumber
spectra of $e. kw for 1= 1 to that for 1= O. It would be unusual for these two spectra
to not be cbsslmdar. These prelimin~ observations provide motivation for performing
firther analysis and detailed numencal computations of the full transverse forces
obtained by summing over all significant HEMh eigenmodes. This can lead to an
accurate prediction of radial bunch tra@tories and stability limits for the multi-bunch
dielectric wake-field accelerator.
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DISCUSSION

As described in the third section of this repo~ a prototype MICA
structure has been fabricated by Titan-Beta. One module of this structure,
with rf input and output couplers, is installed along the East leg of the Yale
Beam Physics Laboratory 6-MeV beamline, with a switching dipole that can
direct the beam either into MICA or into MIFELA. A magnetic-dipole energy
spectrometer is installed downstearn of the MICA module to allow measurement
of the beam energy and energy distribution. The microwave circuit directs up
to 15 MW of 2.856 GHz rf power to the MICA module, and up to 7 MW to the rf
gun that ‘is used as the source of 6-MeV election bunches; the circuit allows for
a variable phase delay to be imposed to adjust the bunch arrival time to
coincide with a given location near the crest of the rf wave. This is to allow
achievement of maximum acceleration, and to study the influence on energy
spread of off-crest operation. Successful transport through MICA of the 6-MeV
beam has been observed, prior to application of rf power to the MICA structure.
At this writing, Yale Radiation Safety officials have yet to give approval of the
radiation shielding in place for beam energies higher than 6 MeV. Approval for
operation to 8 MeV is anticipated before Fall, 1999. Furthermore, the XK-5
klystron used to drive rf gun and MICA accelerator module is currently in
regular use for the MIFELA experhnen~ this experiment is scheduled to be
completed also before Fall, 1999. It is therefore anticipated that operation and
evaluation of MICA will take place during Winter 1999-2000.

However, there is concern that the measured poor rf matching of the
input and output couplers and the strong insertion loss of the MICA module
may prevent a full evaluation of the potential of MICA. These disappointing
pqmrneters for the components fabricated by Titan-Beta were not observe-c!
during the cold-testing, when performance was acceptable. Only after high-
vacuum brazing and final assembly were the serious flaws in the structure
evident. By then, Titan-Beta had exhausted all available funds under the
purchase order from Omega-P, Inc. (It was stated that a signifkant investment
by Titan-Beta was also made in the fabrication.) Repair of the structure by
Titan-Beta would evidently have a low priority, and no guaranteed date for
delive~ of the specified sb-ucture was forthcoming. Accordingly, it was decided
to attempt evaluation of this MICA prototype as it stands. Further steps are to “ ““
await results of fwst trials during Winter 1999-2000. A report of results of
these tests will be forwarded to DoE and, following normal publication
procedures, with the accelerator community.
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